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Editor's Notes, Corrections, and Letters to the Editor
As Adam remarked to Eve upon

leaving the Garden, "We are certainly
living in a world of change." The events in
the American automobile industry since
the Fall 2008 issue of the Review are
history unforetold. Fresh from its 100th
anniversary observance, General Motors
faces bankruptcy with the intervention of
the u.s. government; as of this writing, it
has already killed Pontiac. Chrysler has
entered Chapter I I and may emerge to
marry Fiat, who, rumor has it, is also
courting GM Europe. As I am fond of
remarking, "the good thing about
automotive history is that there is more of
it every day."

* * *
A couple of readers have written

that they would prefer less emphasis on
European automotive history in the
Review. As a general rule, the editor
chooses articles for each issue from the
stockpile on hand, most of which comes
unbidden and "over the transom," as they
say. A large number of these unsought but
welcome articles come from non-US
members. So if there's a perception of an
imbalance, it's because comparatively few
of our U.S. members appear interested in
writing for our publication. I can't believe
that the 45 years or so of Automobile
Quarterly or marque publications have
exhausted all exciting aspects of U.S.
automotive history.

With respect to Issue No. 51, I have
arranged the contents more or less in
chronological order. Charles K. Hyde of
Royal Oak, Michigan, sent us "Gearing
up to Produce the First Dodge Brothers
Automobile: A View From the Inside."
Charlie's article is based upon corporate
materials he researched in the National
Automotive History Collection (NAHC)
in Detroit. He received his Ph.D. in
history at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison in 1971, and has taught history
at Wayne State University since 1974. His
fields of specialization are the history of
technology, industrial archeology, and
automotive history. He is the author of
Riding the Roller Coaster: A History of
the Chrysler Corporation (2003), and The
Dodge Brothers: The Men, the Motorcars,
and the Legacy (2005). His next book, to
be published in the fall of 2009 will be

Storied Independent Automakers: Nash.
Hudson, and American Motors. Presently
a trustee of the NA HC, he is in Iine to be
the next president of the NAHC Trustees.
The article was peer reviewed by Tom
Labadie. Tom has served on the Historical
Research Committee of the Dodge
Brothers Club since 1995, and became a
charter member of the Chrysler Customer
Advisory Board last year. He has owned
Dodge cars and trucks for the past 35
years, a true enthusiast I'd say.

Ten years ago, or more, I asked
William J Greer ifhe would do an article
for the Review on proprietary engines.
Patience had its reward in "George A.
Weidely and his Engines" which you'll
find in this issue, relating Weidely's
career as co-founder of Premier and as an
engine manufacturer. Bill relates that he
is presently (2/09) editing his 87th
consecutive issue of Stutz Ne .••.'s. He was a
contributor to The Splendid Stutz ( 1996),
edited by the late Ray Katzell. The peer
reviewer of this article asked not to be
identified but I can assure you that he is
well grounded in a knowledge of engine
makers and midwestern manufacturers.

Peter Engelhard of Essen, Germany,
sent us "Why Adler Left the Auto
Industry After World War II: From the
Perspective of Subjective Economics."
Economics, as I recall, was my worst
subject in college, and I generally run
from any mention of the word, but I found
Peter's explanation very clear, and I hope
you will too. Adler was the fourth largest
producer of automobiles in Germany
before World War II, and might have been
expected to resume afterwards. Peter
examines the reasoning behind manager
Ernst Hagemeier's decision not to resume
vehicle production. Peter previously
contributed "Fiat as a German Manu-
facturer," No. 40 (Summer 2003), and "A
Summary of the Yugoslav Auto Industry's
Historic Evolution and its Economic
Drivers Until the Crisis of the I990s," No.
48 (Fall 2007). After a stint as Senior
Manager Economic and Energy Market
Research at Robert Bosch he is now a
Senior Economist at RWE, a leading
German utility. He received his Ph.D. in
Economics from Philipps University in
Marburg. This article represents personal

views and research results. The article
was peer reviewed by Robert Ebert,
Buckhorn Professor of Economics at
Baldwin- Wallace College, Berea, Ohio.
Bob is no stranger to these pages,
generally appearing in issues devoted to
the automotive history conferences. He is
also a member of the Board of SAH.

This year's winner of the Richard P.
Scharchburg Student Paper Award was
Peter Cajka, whose prize-winning topic
was "Consumers, Cadillacs and Civil
Rights: The Social and Cultural Impact of
the Automobile in Ehony 1945-1965."
Peter's paper traces the role of the
automobile in black mobility as shown in
the pages of the premier black-oriented
periodical in the first 20 years after World
War II. A revised version of this article
will appear in The Historian, probably in
the autumn of this year. Born in Akron,
Ohio, Peter graduated from the University
of Dayton in 2008 where he studied
automotive history under Dr. John
Heitmann. He is now a graduate student at
Marquette University in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, and intends to pursue a Ph.D.
in American social history. Religion is
one of his interests and he is currently
working on a seminar paper about car
culture in the lives of the Catholic clergy
of Milwaukee and the effects of
automobility on urban parishes.

From "Down Under" comes Paul
Murrell's contribution, "Australia's Own
Car Comes of Age: The 1968 Holden
Monaro." Until the introduction of the
Monaro, Holden's vehicles lacked a
certain excitement. I'm not sure that the
Monaro provided it, but at least Holden
tried, and Paul does a good job of putting
the car in the company context. Paul is a
professional motoring and feature writer
for such publications as Wheel Spin.
Australian Classic Car, SA Li(e and
Highli(e. Paul's article was peer reviewed
by Louis Fourie, a Canadian member.
During the late '60s and early '70s, Louis
was part of General Motors Overseas
Operations, posted in the Republic of
South Africa. He comments that "In the
early '60s, GMSA assembled what I
believe was the widest range of GM
vehicles, imported from all their major

continued on page 43
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Gearing Up to Produce the First
Dodge Brothers Automobile:

A View From the Inside

Introduction

by Charles K. Hyde

In July 1913, John and Horace
Dodge (Fig. 1) gave the Ford Motor
Company a required one-year notice
that they would stop making parts and
components for Ford, setting in motion
their plans to make their own
automobile. The first Dodge Brothers
car went into production in mid-
November 1914, a mere 16 months
later; this was a 4-cylinder automobile
weighing 2,200 Ibs. and selling for $785
(Fig. 2). In the interim, the Dodges
designed the car, substantially enlarged
their factory in Hamtramck, Michigan,
to produce it, and installed the necessary
machinery and equipment to make most
of the car's components in-house.'

The National Automotive History
Collection (N.A.H.C.) of the Detroit
Public Library has an invaluable set of
documents which provide a unique
insight into the process and methods used by the Dodge Brothers
company to plan the manufacture of a brand-new automobile. In
June 1912, the Dodge brothers hired Frederick 1. Haynes (Fig. 3)
to manage their factory, but he was quickly put in charge of
planning the manufacturing of their new automobile. A set of
three notebooks which document the creation of the Dodge
Brothers automobile over the period from March 1914 through
June 1916 have survived and provide a detailed inside view of the
decision-making processes. Frederick 1. Haynes was almost
certainly the compiler of the notebooks. They contain dozens of
calling cards for suppliers who came to the factory to see Haynes.
The notebooks also include detailed employment histories and
references for a score of candidates who had applied for mid-
level management positions at Dodge Brothers, including chief
engineer, machine shop superintendent, and stamping plant
superintendent. Haynes would have had the responsibility of
filling these positions. The author of the volumes also refers at
several points to meetings and discussions he had with John and
Horace Dodge, strongly suggesting that he was Frederick 1.
Haynes, the factory manager.'

The notebooks document scores of significant decisions
Dodge Brothers made over a period of 27 months, including the
choice of manufacturers to supply the company with raw materials
and supplies, machinery and tools to use in production, and
components and accessories the automaker would not produce in-
house. Detailed coverage of Dodge Brothers' interesting and
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sometimes stormy relationship with the
Edward G. Budd Manufacturing Com-
pany, its body supplier, offers insight
into automaker-supplier relations in the
early days of the industry. Finally, the
notebooks contain Dodge's detailed
analysis of the machinery requirements
and costs of starting the production of
stampings for its bodies.

The Purchase of Raw Materials From
Outside Suppliers

Most of the entries relating to raw
materials consisted of lists of suppliers
who could provide particular items,
such as steel for rear axle housings,
axle tubing, seamless tubing, brazed
tubing, steel sheet plate, and industrial
diamonds. The most elaborate evalua-
tion of outside suppliers involved the
production of sheet steel that Dodge
Brothers would use for the fabrication

of body panels. Dodge representatives visited seven steel
manufacturers and a total often steel mills in Indiana, Ohio, and
Pennsylvania between April 30 and May 8, 1915. These included
plants of Inland Steel (Indiana Harbor, Ind.), the American
Rolling Mills (Middleton, Ohio), American Steel & Tin Plate
(McKeesport, Pa.), among others. The volumes include a ten-
page detailed report on the processes and machinery in use at the
American Rolling Mills and a detailed summary and com-
parison of all ten mills. The report spelled out the machinery and
the processes used in making and rolling steel, but also ranked
the plants by size, age, cleanliness, and the consistency of the
sheet steel they producedJ

Fig. J - John (Iefi) and Horace (right) Dodge.

Machinery and Other Equipment

The Dodge brothers invested approximately $500,000 to
retool their factory to manufacture their new car because they
needed new machinery of all descriptions to make parts and
components in-house. Haynes developed detailed comparisons
of machinery under consideration, spelling out the dimensions,
production capabilities, and purchase price of each model
produced by various machinery manufacturers. In March 1914,
he considered presses that would be required to make rear axle
housings, comparing presses sold by the Toledo Machine & Tool
Company, the E. W. Bliss Company, and the Fan'acute
Machinery Company. Haynes expanded that comparison to
include presses needed to make rear hubs and rear brake drums.

Automotive HistolY Review



Dodge Brothers decided that
Fan-acute could not supply the
required presses and chose
Bliss over Toledo Machine and
Tool based on cost ($9,160, as
compared with $19,067). A
month later, Haynes produced a
detailed analysis of the daily
production capabil ity of six
different BIiss presses that
Dodge intended to purchase·

Machinery was expensive
and Dodge Brothers was not
bashful about negotiating for
more favorable prices. In
buying a machine for milling
engine cylinders from the
Ingersoll Milling Machine
Company, Dodge learned how
Ingersoll calculated its prices
and coaxed a ten percent
reduction in price from the
company (from $10,920 to
$9,820). Forming a part as
simple as a front hub cap required four operations and
four sets of dies for the presses. At the end of March
1914, Horace Dodge received a detailed quotation from
the Toledo Machine & Tool Company for dies needed to
make hexagonal hubcaps with an embossed letter "0"

Fig. 2 - John (Ie/i) and Horace (right) Dodge in their first automobile.
November J 914. in front of John ~.mansion.

Fig. 3 - Frederick J Haynes.
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($825). At about the same time, John Dodge suggested modifications to
the production sequence proposed by the Foote-Burt Company for drilling
cylinder blocks and changes to the machinery Foote-Burt would provide to
perform the work. In mid-April, Foote-Burt revised its proposals,
presumably in reaction to John Dodge's suggestions. The modified drilling
machine would cost Dodge Brothers more ($45,194 compared with
$41,519) than the original proposal. By May I, 1914, Dodge Brothers
placed orders for ten pieces of machinery from Foote-Burt.'

The machinery mentioned above is only part of the variety of machines
and equipment Dodge Brothers needed to start automobile production. In
early April 1914, the company received a proposal from Beaman & Smith of
Providence, Rhode Island for an 8-spindle boring machine equipped with
three motors, for $8,375. Later in 1914, Dodge received proposals for Tabor
molding machines for aluminum and for a welding machine from the Toledo
Electric Welding Machine Company. In June and July 1914, it was shopping
for ovens used to bake foundry cores. Dodge Brothers received two bids to
erect six ovens with cars used to transfer the cores in and out of the ovens,
one for Coleman ovens ($5,700) and one for Whiting ovens ($4,482)-"

Parts and Accessories

Despite Dodge Brothers' efforts to fabricate most of its own parts and
components, the automaker nevertheless bought many parts and
accessories from outside vendors. The notebooks include at least one
proposal from an outside supplier to provide Dodge Brothers with axles,
ball bearings, batteries, carburetors, frames, gaskets, ignition components,
lamps, magnetos, paint, piston rings, rims, springs, starters, wheels, and
"winter tops." I will not attempt to summarize the proposals for all of these
parts and accessories, but will discuss the decisions regarding a few key
parts, including wheels and rims, carburetors, electric lights, radiators, and
batteries. Dodge Brothers typically sought and received multiple proposals
before deciding on a supplier. In a few cases such as the Rex Buggy
Company, which supplied "winter tops," there was a single bidder.

Dodge Brothers entertained proposals from one group of suppliers for
wheels and from a slightly different set of suppliers for rims. From April
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through June 1914, the Auto Wheel Company (Lansing, Mich.),
Hayes Wheel Company (Jackson, Mich.), Imperial Wheel (Flint,
Mich.), the Kelsey Wheel Company (Detroit), and the W. K.
Pruddcn & Company (Lansing, Mich.) submitted proposals to
supply Dodge with wheels. Dodge subjected these wheels to
breaking tests, with the Prudden wheels the weakest, breaking at
3,100 pounds offorce, while the Auto Wheel Company's wheels
were the strongest, withstanding 6,485 pounds. There arc
detailed cost figures only for Hayes and Prudden and these show
miniscule differences. Dodge chose Hayes. Among the five
companies submitting wheel proposals, only Prudden and
Kelsey Wheel did the same for rims. In addition, there arc
proposals from the Detroit Demountable Rim Company, the
Mott Wheel Works (Utica, N.Y.), Standard Welding Company
(Cleveland, Ohio), supplier of Stanweld rims, and the Weston-
Mott Company (Flint, Mich.). The prices quoted for a set of rims
ranged between $5.00 and $6.45. The first Dodge Brothers cars
came with Stanweld rims, with a quoted price of $5.46 per set.

In mid-August 1914 Dodge Brothers received proposals
for carburetors II'om the Marvel Carburetor Company, Johnson
Carburetor (Detroit), and the Detroit Lubricator Company,
which made the Stewart carburetor under license. Detroit
Lubricator supplied a blueprint for the Stewart carburetor and a
set of instructions for Regal Motor car owners for operating it.
Noting that Detroit Lubricator had already supplied 12,400
Stewart carburetors for Lozier, Regal, and Paige automobiles,
Dodge decided to usc Stewart carburetors in its first cars (Fig.
4). The automaker also received proposals to supply electric
headlamps lI'om five suppliers: the Corcoran Lamps Company
(Cincinnati, Ohio); the Gray and Davis Lamp Company
(Amesbury, Mass.); the C. M. Hall Lamp Company; the Indiana
Lamp Company; and Edmund & Jones Lamps (Detroit). with
prices ranging from $3.70 to $4.68 per pair. Edmund & Jones
had the lowest priee and won the contract.'

Dodge Brothers considered a source for radiators starting
in May 1914 and was in contact with the McCord
Manufacturing Company in Detroit, but the notebooks offer no
evidence of Dodge's final choice for a radiator for its first cars.
However, the Dodge Brothers Master Parts Price List (9th
edition) shows the usc of MeCord radiators (Fig. 5). Dodge
opened negotiations in early January 1915 with K. M. Boblett
of Toledo. Ohio, who held radiator patents that Dodge
apparently wanted. Studebaker and Overland were alread]
making his radiator under license and Bohlett proposed a
similar arrangement for Dodge. At the end of January. Boblett
agreed to issue Dodge a license, under which Dodge would pay
S500 per month and 20 cents per radiator that it built. lie would
supervise the design of the radiator itself and the huilding of the
required machinery. and manage production at the Dodge
I~lctory until "a regular and satisLlctory routine is established."
Boblett would also serve as a consultant regarding future
improvements in radiator design or production methods. The
National Can Company of Detroit also quoted a price of S 12.85
per radiator in mid-June 1914. In early August 1915. Dodge
Brothers had not committed to Boblett and was considering a
detailed proposal from MeCord to supply radiators. The costs
appeared to he very similar $8.72 per radiator t1'OIll Boblett
and S8.93 from McCord. Dodge stayed with McCord."

Dodge Brothers also had a wide choice of potential suppliers
of storage batteries. In early July 1914, Haynes listed six
manulilcturers of batteries the hlison Storage Battery Company
(Orange, N ..I.); the 1·:leetrie Storage Battery Company (Phi la-
delphia. Pa.), which made the Fxide battery; the Philadelphia
Storage Battery ('ompany; the Willard Storage Battery ('ompany
(Cleveland, Ohio); and the (iould Storage Battery Company (no
location indicated). Ilaynes considered proposals li'om only ftHlr
potential suppliers in July and August 1914. including the makers
of the Willard and I:xide batteries. along with two additional
manulilcturers the Detroit Battery ('ompany and the Titan
Storage Battery Company (Newark. N ..I.). Dodge narrowed its
choice to Exide and Willard. but chose Willard based on quality
diflcrences between the two. A list of "Objcctions to I;xide
Batterics" produced by three Dodge officials (Welshier. Lay, and
Ilaynes) and dated September 23, 1914, claimed that Exide
batteries were inferior to Willard in terms of quality and thL'ir
ability to hold a charge (Fig. 6). They cited hide's lack of any
Detroit-area service lilcility as another disadvantage. A few days
later, as part of an analysis of tilL' Willard battery's discharge rate,
Haynes made the observation. "absolutely first class." Dodge
chose Willard batterics Itlr its first ear.'"

Dodge Brothers rev isilL'd the issue of battery source in
October 1915 with the inlL'nt of signing a long-term contract.
Willard and Lxide were the only batteries considered. Dodge
proposed a contract by which Willard would supply batteries for
$9.18 each, but would agree to reduce that price i I' the costs nf
raw materials or m,ullililcturing went down in future years.
Willard agreed tn earn a maximum ten percent profit nn sales
the first year nf the enntract and nn more than eight percent in
the second year. A direct cnst comparison a week later shnwed
Willard supplying batteries "ready tn install on car" for $1 (Un.
while Exide wnuld cost $9.7.\. A year aner Dodge had
complained about the pnor quality nf I'>,ide hatteries, a direct
comparison with Willard dalL'd October 17. 1915 shnwL'd
roughly equal quality. Willard had extensiVl' sen ICC lilcilities
around the United States. rellecting the I~lct that its batlL'ries
were used on roughly two-thirds of all American cars. I)odgl'
was extremely happy with Willard's quality the compall\
received complaints from only 42 customers out of 35.000 vvho
hought Dodge Brothers cars L'quipped with Willard batteries. ;\t
the conclusion of a comparison of the two batteries. Dodge
pondered V\hethn saving 30 l'l'nts a car W,IS worth the risk of
dropping Willard. "\\hich has glVl'n LIScomple1L' satlsliletion Ill\"
one year." The declsioll W,IS made to keep Willard :IS its
supplier."

Dodge BrothlTs first olTered ,I "\v inter car" version nf its
touring car and roadster models in September 1915. For ,In
additional $1 ()5. the buyer would get a dd,lchable solid '\vlnter
top." \\ ith n.'mm'lble glass \\ indm\ sTIll' Re,' Buggy CompallV
(later Rex Manulileturing ('ompany) of ('onnersville, Indiana.
was the ncillsi\c prm ider of winter tops to Dodge Brothers. III
April I l) I('. Rl'" Buggy proposed a IlL'V\contract with Dodge
hased on the winter top design already in prodlldion. ItH' a L'l)St
of $1 12.0() per top, Dodge's engineering department sugges1L'd
design modifications which would rL'dllee the price to SI03,89,
At the end of May 1915. Rn qlloted a price of S7h.()() ItH'
roadster winter tops. rellccting the smaller top needed ItH' a

.11I/OIlW/il·c llis/orr RCI'il'II'



The Stewart Precision Carburetor
Standard Type

All Size,

Fig. 4 - The Stewart c([r/Jure/OJ: used on /he/irs/
Dodge Bro/hers c([/~

roadster as compared with a touring car. Through the mid-I920s,
Rex remained the exclusive supplier of winter tops to Dodge."

Dodge Brothers and the Budd Manufacturing Company

The notebooks also provide interesting details about the
evolving relationship between Dodge Brothers and the Edward
G. Budd Manufacturing Company of Philadelphia, which made
all-steel bodies for the automaker from the outset of Dodge
production. Dodge ordered 5,000 steel bodies from Budd in
1914 and another 50,000 for dcl ivery in 1915. A statement of the
source of bodies and other stampings for the first 40,000 Dodge
Brothers cars, dated June 2, 1915, shows the heavy dependence
on Budd. Of the first 35,000 touring car bodies, Budd delivered
33,500 and the Wilson Carriage Company of Detroit the
remaining 1,500. Budd also made all but 50 of the first 5,000
roadster bodies. Budd supplied 35,000 sets of fenders and the
Hayes Manufacturing Company of Detroit the remaining 5,000.
The production of front fender "splash aprons" was more evenly
divided, with Budd making 22,000, Dodge another 10,000, and
Hayes the remaining 8,000. Still, Dodge's heavy reliance on
Budd inevitably brought a close and normally cooperative
relationship. The automaker apparently assigned a full-time
inspector to monitor the quality of Budd's work at the
Philadelphia plant. In April 1915, Budd agreed to pay the salary
and the expenses of the Dodge inspector.1.\
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MCCORD
CELLULAR

RADIATORS

•

McCord Manufacturing Co.
DCIIOit.Mich.

•
Fig. 5 - The McCord radiator

The notebooks provide insight into the heavy investments
Budd needed to make to fulfill the Dodge Brothers orders. By
May 1915, Budd had placed orders for dies costing $71,884 and
had received invoices for deliveries for January-August 1915
totaling $54,913. Dodge closely monitored Budd production to
assure its own uninterrupted operation. Haynes visited the Budd
plant in Philadelphia on May 21 and 22, 1915 and again on June
21. The notebook includes detailed statements about Budd's
(promised) production schedules and prices for fenders, splash
aprons, and roadster (runabout) bodies. Haynes reported on June
21 that over the previous six weeks Budd had failed to deliver
1,856 of the promised 5,799 touring car bodies, nearly one-third
of the total, and 154 of the 325 roadster (runabout) bodies
scheduled for delivery, close to half. Budd fell behind the
production schedules in large part because it was slow to add the
needed machinery and tooling. A note dated June 3, 1915
explained: "Runabout production is now limited by welding jig.
Budd will try to get another jig done next week." Haynes
complained on June 21 that Budd still did not have the additional
welding jig in place, nearly a month behind its promised
installation date of May 29. The relationship was sometimes
strained because of poor production planning by Budd. Haynes
reported on June 21 that the Budd plant had run out of left-hand
roadster doors because the foreman in charge of pressing door
panels did not resume production until the plant was out ofthcm.
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The first batch struck on the presses was defective and was
rejected. While buying bodies from Budd, Dodge began
planning to produce a substantial part of its body requirements
in-house. By March 1915 the Dodge Brothers factory complex
already included a "pressed steel shop" and the company was
planning a major expansion in its body production capability."

PlunningfiJr Steel Body Production

In February 1915 Haynes penned "Notes on Press Shop,"
a four-page list of things to do in preparation for launching an
expanded stamping operation to make various small body parts.
Haynes was going to take away rear axle stampings from the
Press Shop and investigate the purchase of several types of
presses and dies to greatly expand the production of body parts.
There is also a list of 14 presses of different types and size, along
with the body parts and other stampings each press would make.
These small parts included splash guards, fender skirts, inside
door panels, step brackets, radiator shclls, fi'ont scat backs, front
and rear fender crowns, scat panels, instrument boards, door sill
covers, and a dozen additional pieces. Budd's costs of producing
many of these parts and the equipment Budd was using is
included in most of the calculations. It seems likely that Dodge
planned to have Budd concentrate on producing thc corc body
for the touring car and roadster and Dodge would make the
ancillary parts and complete body assembly in its own plant."

In addition to buying new presses Haynes switched ten
presses "from Klinter's Dept." to the Body Shop and give Klinter
more up-to-date replacements. On March 17, 1915, Ilaynes
compiled a "Total Summary Presses" in which hc showed Dodge
Brothers buying a total of 39 presses of 17 different types and
sizes, all from the E. W. Bliss Company. A four-page document
dated two days later did an explicit comparison of 19 types and
sizes of presses sold by Bliss and the Toledo Machine & Tool
Company, which included the weight, cost, and promised
delivery date for each type of press. Weights of individual
presses ranged from 3,200 pounds to 190,000 pounds, and prices
for individual presses, reflecting their weights, ranged fi'om
$315 to $13,500. For most of the presses under consideration,
Tolcdo Machine & Tool was less expensive and could deliver
two or three weeks quicker than Bliss. Delivery time varied thml
four to twelve weeks, but both companies needed eight weeks or
longer to deliver most of their presses. The presses Dodge
Brothers bought are given in a list dating from the end of March
1915. It shows orders placed between March 30 and April 23 for
45 presses of 23 different types, with Toledo Machine & Tool
Company receiving virtually all of the orders. Deliveries were
promised from May 24 through July I, 1915. There IS no
mention of the manufacturer missing the del ivery dates.]('

Conclusion

The Ilaynes notebooks reveal a good deal about the
complex decisions that faced a "startup" automobile
manufacturer, even Dodgc Brothers, with more than a decade of
experience making components on a large scale for the Ford
Motor Company. With automobile production booming in the
1910s, automobile suppliers were numerous as well. Whether
Dodge Brothers was in the market for sheet steel, presses, or
storage batteries, the company had a lot of potential suppliers to
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choose fi·om. Most of these were conveniently located in
Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, or Indiana. In choosing
suppliers, Dodge considered quality and cost, not always picking
the cheapcst component or machine. Bccause Dodge was the
first automaker to usc all-steel bodics and the overall market for
automotivc sheet steel was modest, its potential suppliers were
smaller, specialized steclmakers. Ilaynes had no problem getting
access to their plants. Giant steel makers such as United States
Steel or Bethlehem Steel were not potential suppliers.

S im ilarly, Dodge bought mach inery from specia Iized
manuf~lcturers located close by. Perhaps the largest and most
successful machine tool maker in the United States, the Brown
& Sharpe Manufacturing Company of Providence, Rhode
Island, is notably absent from its deliberations. The notebooks
also provide a rare glimpsc into the Budd Company's strugglcs
to "tool up" and to "move up the learning curve" filst enough to
satisfy Dodge Brothers rapidly-growing demand for bodies.

All !i!lOlogl'll!ihs \\'('/'c !iI'o\'idcd cOl/rlcs.\' of Ihe /v'aliol/al

Al/IOIIIOlil'c /lislofT ('ollecliol/. J)clroil !'l/hlic !.ilmllT.

F(wtf/otes

'( 'harlcs K. Ilyde, 11Ic !)odgc 8mlhers: The Alel/, I!w\!olor

Cars. al/d Ihe !.cgan· (Detroit: Wayne State University Press,
20(5), pp. 61- 7X.

'Each volume has an identical hand-printed note (in red ink)
taped to the front: "To Whom It May ('oncern Property of
Theodore T. Ilcidloff, Registered." They arc found in the Dodge
Brothers corporate files in the N.i\.II.( '. and arc identified as
"Dodge Office Books."

'Book II, pp. 140. 150, 151 and Book II I. pp. 19-3X.
'Book II. pp. 21-2X, 52-55.
'Ilyde, op. cit., p. 69, and Book I, pp. 31-32,42-51, 63, X2.
''Book I. pp. 40-41, 125-127, 137, 139.
'Book I, pp. 56-57, M-65, 6X-69, 71, 73, 75, XI, XC),XX, lOX,

I I I, 143, 145, 152, 165 and "Dodge Brothers Reveal the Car
They Will Make," .Il/Iol/while 7(iJ!ics. November 7, 1914, p. 907.

'Book II. pp. 21-23, 25 and "Dodge Brothers Reveal the Car
They Will Make," p. 907 (carburetors); Book I, pp. 136, 156,
177, IXO-IXI, IX9-191 (electric headlamps).

"Book I, pp. n-xo, 135; Book II, pp. n, XI, X3, XX-X9; and
Book III, pp. 76-X I, 92-95, and 102-103. Reference to the
Master Parts list from John Parsons.

10Book I, pp. 161, 162 and Book II, pp. 15,27,34,37.47.49,51.
"Book III, pp. 122-123.132-141.
"Hyde, op. cit., pp. XX, 222, note 10 and Book II I, pp. 15X-

160, 172-173.
"Ibid., pp. XO-X2; Book II. "Body Schedule First 40.000

Cars Issued June 2nd, 1915;" and Book III, p. 16.
'4Book II, pp. 154-155, IW-IM, 176-IXI; Hyde, op. cit.

p.6X.
"Book II. pp. /07-114.
]('Book II, pp. 1/5-119, 12X-131, 133.
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TnE ET.ECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.

THE "£xtbc" TYPE X STARTING BATTERY

r \"De 3-.\-13. Assembly

•• .!E;dOc·· Type X is a new battery especially designed to meet
the exacting requirements of automobile electric self·starting and light-
ing sen ice.

The battery represents only a small fraction of the total cost of a com-
plete equipment. but is a large factor in its successful operation. It has
been \\ell termed" The Heart of the System."

The nature of the service is such that an ordinary ignition battery can-
not gi\e first class results.

The •• .!EXtl'lC •• Type X Battery olfers the uniformity, reliability and
durability of the famous" .!EXtl'lc·· line in a form excelling in the electrical
characteristics required for engine cranking ser\ice and of superior
mechanical construction .

•• JEXll'lC" Type X Batteries are built to gi\e satisfaction to the ulti-
mate user, the individual car owner. and in the belief. based on experi-
ence, that in this service only the best is good enough.

Preceding types of •• .!ExIN: •• Starting Batteries have had an important
part in the development 01 the modern automobile electric self-starting
"nd lighting sy':>tems and have made an enviable record on tens of thou-
.,all<.h of cars. [he basic principles of design proved and established as
, orr,;c t in the pa.,t are retained in the" .!E;Ol'lC•• Type X and combined
WIth the refincmenh .,uggested by that e\perience.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

., JExtbc •• fype X I~atl(·ri<.·" are di,tillgui,hed by great .,tarting .:lbility
[II" ,,"il "f wei\lhl •.Hid volunH', lhi., <.h3r<Jllerbtic hJ\ing bet'n de\eloped
10 th,- 'lIdXHIIUlI1 con.,islelll wilh rdiJhility and durabilily. They permit lhe
'J"- of .I Ilqht'" .111<1 slllJll"r b.lllery lor ('Qu.tI .,tJrtillg Jbility ()r offer

Fig. 6 ~ The "inferior" Exide battery, nol chosen.
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George Weidely and his Engines

Introduction

This article pays tribute to an
extraordinary pioneer automotive
engineer, George A. Weidely (1870-
1948), by sharing all known available
information regarding his life and
accomplishments (Fig. 1). Weidely's
automotive career comprises two distinct
chapters: first, as the manufacturer of
the Premier motor car (1902-14), and
then, as the manufacturer of proprietary
engines (1915-23).

My quest for information about
George Weidely began in 1986 when I
bought a 1922 H.C.S. Series ITT,
4-cylinder car, primarily to learn about
the final automotive product of Harry C.
Stutz. The engine design and overall
layout of the motor accessories in the
H.C.S. intrigued me as everything was so
neatly arranged and of high quality. It
was my first direct encounter with an
engine built by the Weidely Motor
Company of Indianapolis. The search for
more information on George A. Weidely
had begun, and my admiration for him
grew as each bit of new finding unfolded.
All references uncovered in this endeavor
have been listed for your information.

Weidely's Early Years

Weidely was born December 19,
1870, in Zurich, Switzerland, the son of
Rudolph and Rose (Meyer) Weidely. His
good performance in school won him a
scholarship in one of the national
tcchnical schools of Switzerland, where
he spent two years. At the age of 16, he
came to the United States, and upon his
arrival in 1887, he soon found
employment as a machinist in Akron,
Ohio. Later he became associated with
the 8. F. Goodrich Company of Akron
where he obtained a practical
knowledge of the rubber industry. At the
age of 21, he married Jennie Long of
Kcnt, Ohio, on February 4, 1892, and
they had one son, Walter. The Weidely
family came to Indianapolis in October
1897 where George was employed as a
master mechanic for the Gormully &
Jeffery Tire Co.; he later became
superintendent.'
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by Bill Greer

Fig. J - George A. Weidely (ph%graph by
Dexheimel; Indianapolis Men of Affairs,

ed. by Paul Donald Brown, American
Biographical Society of Indianapolis, 1923)

p.644.

You may recall that in 1897 Harry
C. Stutz was mounting a single-
cylinder stationary gas engine he
developed on a chassis of his own
making which he called "Old Hickory."
Stutz sold his Stutz Manufacturing
Company of Dayton, Ohio, to the
Lindsay Automobile Parts Co. in 1902
and became Lindsay's factory super-
intendent upon his arrival III

Indianapolis at the age of26. Harry also
spent some time in the experimental
department of the Gormully & Jeffery
Tire Co. (the basis of Uniroyal, Inc.)
where he may have met Weidely.'

The Founding {~ltlte Premier Motor
Mamdacturing Company

It was at G & J Tire Co. that
George Weidely met Harold O. Smith
with whom he organized the Premier
Motor Manufacturing Company on the
day before Christmas, 19020' 8y this
time, Weidely had built and sold a
water-cooled motor buggy. Premier
began operations in 1903 with a capital
of $50,000 with George in charge of
engineering'

Fig. 2 - 1903 Premier Special race car engine.

Au/omo/ive His/oni Review



Premier's first otlering in 1903 was a handsome car on the
lines of thc Frcnch Panharcl with a 2-eylinder engine mounted
vertically in front. cooled by water circulating through a vertical
coil of tubing. The progrcssive Panhard-type transmission led
into a shaft drive, and the car frame was a very early design of
channel section, pressed steel, with semi-elliptic spring
suspension all around. This model with rear entrance tonneau
was priced at $2,500. Along with Louis P. Mooers' vertical twin
for the 1902 Peerless, these early ctlorts led the way to multi-
cylinder engines. Built in "considerable numbers [they] proved
to be both powerful and reliable.'"

The Premier Special

It appears that Weidely had already made quite a name for
himself around Indianapolis by this time because in 1903 Carl
G. Fisher, one of the f(H1nders of both the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway and the Prest-O-Lite Company, commissioned

Premier to build him a special race car for the 1904 Vanderbilt
Cup Race.

What a beast Weidely engineered! Imagine if you can, a
mammoth 4-cylinder air-cooled engine displacing 923.43 cubic
inches or over 15 liters. Its 7-inch diameter pistons thundered up
and down with a stroke of 6 inches (that's one gallon cm per
cylinder) and the massive valves were nicely operated by a
single overhead camshaft (Fig. 2). The Premier Special sported
a wheelbase of 112 inches and a track of 56.6 inches, and
originally weighed over 2,500 pounds. With almost 100 H.P., this
racecar was bare bones, without enclosures for crankcase,
camshaft or valves (similar to early steam engines, the first
crankcases were open), and the chassis bereft of body work,
fenders or windscreen-just two bucket seats." One can only
imagine Fisher's dismay when he learned that the Vanderbilt Cup
regulations limited the weight of entries to 1,000 kg. or 2,204
pounds. The Premier factory was challenged to reduce all weight

TABLE 1 - PREMIER MODELS AND ENGINES DURING THE WEIDELY ERA
CYL MODEL H.P.
2 A (Water Cooled) 20
2 A (Water Cooled) 209

4 F (Air Cooled) 16
4 F (Air Cooled) 16
2 H (Water Cooled) 10
4 F (Air Cooled) 16
4 L (Water Cooled) 20/24
4 24 (Water Cooled) 24

YEAR
1903
1904

1905
1906

1907

After 1907, all engines were water cooled.

1908 4
4
6
4
6
4
6
4
6
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

24
30
45
30
45
4-40
6-60
4-40
6-60
4-40
6-60
6-40
6-60
Weidely SOHC
6-48 T Head
6-49
6-50

24/28
30/35
45/5
30/35
45/55
40
60
40
60
40
60
38.4
48.6
38.4
38.4
31.6
38.4

1909

1910

1911

1912

1913

1914

1915
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Fig. 3 - Prell/iere \.
oak /earradia/or

!Jad,'Se,
j;nll/ Motor Field,
Mm' j() 13, P. 52.

possible. The original heavy bevel gear differential was replaccd
with sidc chain drive to each of the rear wheels, A total of 256
holes were drilled in the channel iron frame while the aluminum
bronze motor base castings were bored with 190 holes and the
rear axle with 28 holes,' But, all this machine work was in vain
as the race car was still a hefty 120 pounds overweight and never
made the race, Carl Fisher did give it a run in 1905 at the Indiana
State Fairgrounds, circling the dirt track at 59.21 miles per hour
and barely tapping the potential available in winning a five-mile
handicap. No doubt the spectators were awed by this incredible
and ominous car and thrilled right down to the bone with the
thunderous roar of four gallons exploding and an unmut1led
exhaust. The Premier Special now resides at the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway and is usually on display at the Hall of Fame
Museum to capture your attention and appreciation.

Premier /903-/9/4

Weidely had just turned 32 when he and Smith founded
Premier at the end of 1902. The name "Premier" had been
suggested by Sam Miles, publisher of The Motor Age. The
company would claim that its radiator badge featuring on oak
leaf represented the first usc of an emblem as an automotive
trademark (Fig. 3 ).'

A decision was made in mid-1904 to tap a lower-price
market, and an entirely new design of car was introduced
utilizing air cooling, a wood fl'ame armored with angle irons at
points requiring strength, a planetary gear set, and single chain
drive. Four small cylinders were considered more efficient for
air cooling than two large ones (as exemplified by John
Wilkinson's early Franklin) and these were mounted crosswise in
front for the best exposure to the air. The 16 II.P. Model F was
continued into the 1905 season, selling at $1,250 for the
runabout, $1,200 in rear-entrance tonneau form, and $1,500 for
a side-entrance model.

During the years with Premier, Weidcly developed a number
of engines which the company used in its various models (Table I).

Premier's 1911 sales catalogue stated that:

It is a tribute to Premier designing that as early as 1902
with no precedent to guide, the Premier Motors and stroke
(5-'14 inches). Though more costly to construct there is a
marked advantage in having the intake and exhaust valves
located on opposite sides ('T-head design') permitting larger
valves and the consequent quick handling of the gases.

The 1912 two-volume book Gasoline Motors by P. M.
Ileldt, editor of The Horseless Age, discusses various valve
arrangements and gives statistics on the cars displayed at the
auto show of 1911 held at Madison Square Garden. Of these, 40

12

percent had engines of "TOollead design," that is, intake and
exhaust valves on opposite sides; the engines of 38 percent were
of"L-Head design," with intake and exhaust valves on the same
side; and 12.5 percent were equipped with engines of overhead
valve design ("0.11. v." or "valve-in-head"). Designers of early
engines tended to prel'cr the T..head design for engines of larger
volume but one disadvantage was lower compression ratios.

By 1910, Premier had completed three Glidden Tours with
a perfect score, a marvelous record of achievement. These tours
were named a ncr Charles (II idden (d. 1927), who made a fortune
in the early days of the telephone business. The initial Glidden
Tours were run II'om 1905 through 1913, and ranged Ihml 7 days
(870 miles) up to 16 days (2,851 miles) fully testing the mettle of
the automobiles entered. In J 911, 12 Premier automobiles
engaged in a transcontinental run, starting II'om Atlantic City on
June 26 and finishing five weeks later on schedule, at Los
Angeles on August 10. This l'cat was widely advertised.

6-C:vlinder Va!J'e-in-Head Engine

On December 18, 1913, Premier announced a new
Weidely Model car with a ()-cylinder valve-in-head engine with
centerline overhead camshan driven by a vertical shan through
worm gears lI'om the crankshan. Other advanced l'catures
included a single block casting containing the 6 cylinders, entire
crankcase and intake header. The detachable cylinder head was
covered with an oil-tight valve cover secured by four small hand
wheels for easy valve adjustment. No rocker arms were used, the
camshaft being right above the ends of the valve stem, but the
ends of very light steel fingers were set between cams and stem
ends and pivoted at the other end carrying the adjustment for
wear. The shorter valves and light fingers permitted vahe
springs 20 pounds weaker than usual. giving less wear and noise,
and side thrust on the valve stems was eliminated. The
AI/toillohi/c termed this engine "advanced."'" Remember. this is
19 J 3. This design reminds the writer of a similar finger-cam
follower layout used by C. II. Wills in his EUllOUS Wills Sainte
Claire OHC engines of the early 1920s. The combination of all
the features designed into this engine for production cars (as
opposed to race cars) is truly remarkable and advanced for its day
(Fig. 4).

Other interesting l'catures on the Premier of 19 J 3 were the
gear drive for the Remy generator, Fisenmann low tension
magneto, water pump and shan for belt pulley. The design
eliminated water pipes and hose connections as the radiator \\as
supported only by the top and bottom water connections. The
water pump casting, if you can fathom it, served also l'lll' the
water connection Il'om radiator to pump, the pump connection to
motor. the starting crank bearing, the radiator support lI'ont
motor support, and held the adjustable thrust bearing at the front
end of the crankshan.

Other advanced l'catures were to be l'llllnd in the l'l)rced
feed and splash oiling system, in the piston design and overall
unification of the power plant. The cylinders were 3-5/8" in
diameter and the stroke was 5-1/2" giving the engine a
displacement of 371,5 cubic inches with 38.4 rated II.P. A test
at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway showed the new Premier
that Weidely designed was capable of 70 miles per hour. Road
tests on city streets with a touring car of 132-inch wheelbase

.'/I//oillo/i\,c llistol'\' Rel'in\'
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time high for the company, ) ,300 units," My
feeling is that Premier ran into a cash flow
problem due to the investment required to
develop and test the new engine and the
failure to market it.

We believe Premier continued to use
Weidely-designed engines after 1915 but this
is difficult to prove as the reorganized
company eeased mentioning Weidely and did
not identify its power plants. For example, the
Auburn-Cord-Duesenberg Museum has a
1916 Premier Model 6-56 touring car but the
Museum was unable to confirm to me that it
has a Weidely engine. Sales literature of the
post- Weidely period describe engines that
appear to be adaptations of the 1913 engine
that never entered production.

Weidely Motor CO/1/panyManufactures
Proprietary Enl;ines (19/4-/924)

On October 27, )914, ./udge Albcrt 13,
Andcrson authorized Frank E. Smith to
borrow $10,000 for 60 days to carryon
business and as receiver of Premier to entcr
into agrcement with R. M. Owcn, George A.
Weidely and Ilaroid O. Smith under which
those three men obtained rights to
manufacture Weidely engines, in return fur
which the receiver and his successors had the
right to use them. '" R. M. Owen, president 0 I'
R. M. Owen Co, New York City, and stock-
holder of the Entz Motor Corp. of New York,
had been developing the Entz electric
transmission and chassis fitted with a Weidely
engine, In early November 1914 the Weidely
Motor Co. of New York City was being

incorporated to build engines to bc sold to the trade and also to
be used in conjunction with the Entz transmission."

The Weidely Motor Co. was organized with W. E. Showers,
of Bloomington, Ind., as president, George A. Weidely as vice
president, W. A, Umphrey as treasurer and L. A. Poundstone as
secretary. These officers and Edmund Rosenberg of
Indianapolis, and George Ilughes, president of the Pikes Peak
Ocean to Ocean Highway Association, constituted the
directorate. The company leased a large factory space at the
Mais Motor Truck Co" 133- I43 South West Street, Indianapolis.
In February 1915 Weidely Motors announced that the plant was
working at full speed on large contracts which included a new 6-
cylinder engine for the Chalmers "Light Six." In addition,
prototype fours and sixes were being produced for several other
ear companies with a view of obtaining their contracts. A larger
Weidely 6-eylinder engine, later reported to be 415 cm, was
being dcveloped for the Owen Magnetic car. ",

Details pertaining to Weidely's new 4-cylinder engine with
overhead camshaft and detachable head were provided in The
Horseless Age which commented that "The design as a whole is
quite similar to that of the 19 I3 overhead camshaft, valve-in-
head 6-cylinder engine shown previously." The following were

-
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earrYlllg four people gave g;\soline mileage of 22 miles per
gallon." Ilmvever, there IS no evidence that a vehicle with this
engine actually entered thL' market.

By early 1914, the man and the company were practically
indistinguishable. Premier issued a sales catalogue, "Premier
The C)uality C. 'ar" for the I915 model year, identi lying the car
throughout as the "PremiL'r- Weidely" (I'ig. 5). The company
boasted that its new design had diminated "40 percent of
needless moving parts with a great saving of weight and
consequent wear on tires." According to it, "The day of the
Lconomist-Lngineer has arrived (ieorge Weidley is the master
Lconomist - I:ngineer."

But pride goeth belt)re a fall. On October 15,1914, the
Premier Motor Mfg. Co. went into receivership and was
reorganized as the Premier Motor Car Co. Then, around 19 I9, it
was known as Premier Motor Corp. and was again reorganized
as Premier Motors, Inc. in 1923. It was sold to National Cab &
Truck Co. of Indianapolis in October I92(). " George Weidely's
final contribution to Premier was the series 6-49, announced in
Motor Field in ./une 19 I4 (Fig. 6).

It is difficult to discern at this point where the company's
financial troubles lay. Sales It)\" 1914 seem to have been at an all-

.)'prill g ::O(}l) 13
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Manufactured hr the Premier Motor
Mfg. Co .. Indianapolis. Ind.

Price: Five-Passenger Touriug Car and
Roadsler .. $2.385

Cylinders SIX. IImt power plaut
Bore and Stroke. . . .4 x 5 V. inches
Clutch .. Multiple disk
Change Gear: Selective type. Ihrcc ,peeJ.
Drive . .Shaft and bevel gear
Wheelbase .. 132 inches
Tire" .... . .. 36 x 4>-.: inchc3

•
Top of Premier gearset. showing gears.

6-49.
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;1[(: illflll.,ill'd Wldl!) 1t j '\11":1 .:har)~:t'. :I"!:OIH!h

1111t ."hO\\11 ill II c illu ..tr:lIirw, Fithl.'r win: or
w<)od w'Il.'1.-'b an ill HI'<WC "ll ;Ill' lV.lI.bltT

1l11ldd ;UH! ;1 Chl,il'l~ lI1 3~ d:' '(1 in~<J{'~ 1$ g-in.·n.

Fig. 6 - Weidely's last car/or Premiel; the Series 6-49 (probab~)iMotor Field. June /9/4).
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New Weidely Overhead- Valve Four

Ma"ch 8, 1917

3.Yz by S.Yz-in.Design Develops 50 Hp. at 2400
R.P M.-Valve Action Carried in Detach-
able Cylinder Head-Oiling Is By Pressure

ANEW Weidely engine is just ready to be put through as regular
. production by the Weidely Motors Co., Indianapolis. Thi1\ i1\ II

block, 3'1~by 51;2-in. overhead-valve four. developing 50 hp. at
2400 r.p.m., as indicated by the horsepower and torque curves shown
herpwith.

This engine has the entire overhead valve action carried in a de-
tachable head. The valves are mounted directly over the combustion
chnmbcr and are actuated by push rods from the l:>llll"halt l,uus"d
within the crankcase. The valve push rods. although necessarily
long in order to carry the motion of the cam from the crankcase to
the overhead valves, are guided throughout a large percentage of
their length, as will be noted from the accompanying sectional draw-
ings. Over the valve action there is a cover plate which, in combina-
tion with the inclosed valve rods, gives a very compact appearing
design with a smooth exterior. The combustion chamber is centered
over the piston head and is carried entirely i·n the detachable
cylinder head. The piston rises to the top of the main cylinder
casting.

'fhp I'ylindpr block is cast integrally with the upper half of the
crankcase. The oil pan is pressed steel and carries the oil reservoir
and the splash troughs, into which dip scoops on the bottom of the
connecting rods. The piatona nre iron, 4% in. long, and fitted with
three rings, all above the wristpin. The weight of the piston with
the piston rings and the wristpin is 2 lb .. 6 oz. The piston pins are
placed slightly below the center of the
piston and locked in the upper ends of
the connecting-rods, which are 11 in.
long. They weigh 4 lb. 9 oz., with an
upper bearing diameter of 1 in. and a
length of 2 in., and the lower, 2 in.
diameter by 2% in. length. The crank-
shaft is a drop forging, 2% in. diameter,
with the bearing diameters all 2% in.
and the respective lengths of the front,
center and rear 2V~. 21/~ and 4 in.

Specifications of Weidely
Engine

Number of cylinders. four.
Bore, 3 l/, in.
Stroke. sl/, in.
Displacement. 213 cu. in.
Length of piston, 4:v.! in.
Number of rings, three.
Length of connecting-rod, 11 in.
Connecting-rod, 'drop forging.
Connecting-rod bearing dimensions,

Upper, t-In. diameter x 2-ln.
Lower, 2-in. diameter x 2;.-:t-in.

Crankshaft diameter, zYa in.
Material of crankshaft, drop forging.
Crankshaft bearing dimensions, 2Ya.

in. diameter x zl/,-in. front, 2J/,-in.
center. 4-in. rear.

Number of crankshaft bearings, three.
Method of valve urive, hcllcal gears,

lY<\-in. face, very wide angle.
1 Number of camshaft bearings, three-

17/16-in. diameter It z:v.!-in. front,
2}iw1n.center, I}{-in rear.

Dimensions of camshaft, IV! in. be-
tween bearings.

Valve timing, eX. 0 at 40 deg.; Ex. C
at cent.; Int. 0 at 5 deg.; Int. C at
So deg.

Valve spring pressures, 7S lb.
Description of oiling system: High

pressure by positive type gear oil
pump. 011 piped Individually to
main crankshaft bearings and tim-
ing gears; thence through shaft to
connecting-roll hMrings. By splash
to all other bearings and parts.

Both sides and front view of the new Wcldely fouC'Mcyllnder, overheadwvalve engine. it has a bore of 3V2 and a stroke of 51/2
tn. Valves are mounted directly over the combustion chamhp.r ;lnn th,. r"u"h roris art!' Guided thrOlll)hollt :it laro* portion of their '_"9th

Fig. 7 - WeidelJl 4-Cjl/inder overhead camshaft engine (The Automobile, March 8, 1917, p. 516).
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features of the engine: bore and stroke: 3-3/i1" x 5-1/2" 196.X I
CID, counterbalanced crankshaft and banjo rings, aluminum
pistons and tubular connecting rods of nickel steel of 4-bolt
design, aluminum crank case, and pressure oil reed to all
bearings and camshalt" (fig. 7).'

At the end of the year, jl,[olo}" World reportcd that "Georgc
Weidely, VI' and General Manager was delighted at thc
stockholdcrs Deccmber 1915 mecting whcn an increase in capital
li'om S 100,000 to $350,000 was approved permitting enlargement
01" the plant and more production equipment to pursue the
introduction of the new Weidely Twelve-Cylinder motor."" This
great valve-in-head engine was announced in the .I'lIlllary 20,
Il) 1() issue of A/%}" Agc. The Weidely 12 Model (' had a bore 01"
2-7iX" a 5" stroke giving a displacement of 3X9 CID. It was rated
at 39.() 11.1', SAE, 70 B.H.I' at 2,000 RPM (Fig. X).

This overhead valve 12-cylinder engine was attractive to a
number of car companies, including Pathfinder. David Parry had
established the Parry Automobile Co. in 1909 (its name was
changed to Pathl"inder in 1912). During 19 I() Walter Weidely
( ieorge\ son) drove a Pathfinder seven-passenger touring car
weighing 5, ISO Ibs. with passengers and equipment cross-
country Ii-om San Diego to New York ('ity. The trip covered 4,RW)
miles and the Pathfinder 12 averaged 10.2 miles per gallon.'"

A I"ine example of this rare P,lthl"inder King ol"Twehes is
on display at the Hall of Fame Museum, Indianapolis Motor
Speedway. The Iiall of Fame's roadster was built in Il) 17 at the
plant located at 1100 Division Street, Indianapolis. The
Pathfinder company lililed in 1917 and the lilctory, sold !(lr
";5l),O()O, was converted to turn out shoe polish. 'II

listed below arc car companies other than Pathl"inder
known to have used the Weidely 12-cylinder engine.' (Table 2)

World War I impacted the adoption of the Weidely 12 and
the first automotive industry depression of 1921-22 dealt the more

expensive 12-cylinder cars 01" all makes a death blow. hen
Packard dropped its noted "Twin Six" aner 1923. Twelve-cylinder
engines appeared again a decade later during the DepreSSion.

Weidely Motors introduced a new. more con\entional 213
('1D OIIV 4-cylilllkr engine in early Il)17. l.ater In 1')17
Weidely ,1I1nounced that it had l'nll'red into a contracl \\ ilh
Cleveland Traetor Co, Ckveland Ohio to supply $3.0()(),()()()
worth of tractor l'ngines over a period 01" threl' years. The firsl
year called I(lr :\()()O engines with ,In increasing number the
remaining two years." The new engine was e\entually upgralkd
Ii-om a bore of 3- J!T to 3-3/4" with a 5-12" stroke I(lr 243 ClI)
to deliver 22.5 11.1', SAl:, 55 13.11.1'.and marketed as thl'l)pl'
MAT "Bulldog." These dependable "Bulldog" OIIV 4-cylinder
engines were used in the 19 IX Mercury car, the Ajax I, ton tnll'k,
('/etrac (Rating 10'20 and 12/20), I)ouglas 1-12 ton truck.
Graham Brothers trucks and buses circa 1920. Pacil"ic I\l\\er
Rating 12/25, lJnck Sam rating 1220 and Wilson Ratlllg 12 2().

Ih'idc(1' alld ,""1111;.

The I"irst dirl'l'l rl'fl're'ncl' to a Wl'idl'lv-Stut/ connl'ctll1n
came in 192() whl'n thl' I J.( '.S. Motor ('ar ('0. of Indianapolis
intrmlucl'd thl' I J.( '.S. l'ar hearing thl' initi,ds of Ilarry (-I;I\llln
Slut/. Its po\ver pl,Ult \\ ,IS a nll'l'ly drl'ssl'd-up \l'rsion llf the'
Wl'llkly 227 ('.II) "I~ulldog" ()II\ -I-cylilllkr l'nginl' with a bllrl'
llf 3--5W' and 5-12" stroh' rak'd at 5() B.II.I) Thl' ILLS,
cars lll" I l)20 Wl're dl'slgnall'd Serie's II in dl'ierl'ncl' 10 thl' SIUI/
rVlolklll.('_S_ llf 191415. TIll' pril'l' oI"S2,'J75 I(l!"ro,ldslers ,lIld
touring l'ars rl'strieted saks, I(lrcing ,I $500 priel' drop I(lr Ihl'
Seril's III cars of /921-22. The Series IV Mlldel 4 ILLS. c,lrs llf
I l)2.3 used the \\leilklv 4-eyllnder (llIV engine \\ ilh a bore llf
3-34:' stroh' 'I-IT giving 243 ClI) ,1I1d ~~ 13.11.1) Ihe'
roadstl'r and tlluring Wl're llifered ,It S2.250, still considcre'd
expensi\e in the depressed market.'

I TABLE2 - 12-CYlINDER ENGINESPRODUCEDBY WEIDLEYMOTORCOMPANYAND OTHERS,1916-23 l
YEAR CQNlPANY MODELS
1916 Meteor (only a few built)
1916-18 Lozier HAL 12 21-A Model 25 in 1918
1917-18 Kissel "Double Six"
1917-18 Austin "Highway King"
1920 Singer "20-12"
1920-21 Shaw/Colonial "Ambassador"
1921-23 Heine-Velox 12
1921 Vaughn 12-90 Prototype

Other companies who made their own 12-cylinder engines in 1915-1923 were 22

1916-22 Haynes 40/41 60 hp 365.3 CID and "Light 12" 70 H.P.
1915-16 National "Highway 12" 70 B.H.P.,60 degree V, 2 3/4" x 4 3/4", 338 CID
1916-23 Packard "Twin Six" 60 degree L-head, 88 B.H.P. , 3" x 5", 424.1 CID
1916- Brush-Ferro OHV V-12 2.875" x 4.5", 350.5 CID
1916-17 Enger "Twin Six" and "Twin Unit 12," 186 CID, 55 B.H.P.

16 ,'III/IiII/O/il'C lli.l'/O/"l· RCl'iClI'
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Overhead-Valve Motors
Mak:e it a point to see the exceptionally
high quality cars equipped wi~h the
Weidely Twelve-Cylinder motor at the
Chicago Show.

Detailed infonnatiOt~ sllpplied on request

Fig 8 - Weide/v advertises its 12-cy/inder engine (Motor Age. January 20, 1916, p. 2(9).
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To be competitive in the market Weidely Motors
developed a new overhead valve 6-cylinder engine or24R.9 cu in
(.)-1/4" x 5") rated 63 B.II.P. at 3.000 rpm. This new ()-cylinder
engine was marketed successfully to the trade under the name
'"101'1\ Poillt Bulldog" (Fig. lJ). The nL'W cnginc \Ias purch;lscd
b\ Slul/ lill Its Stul/ Six line. by Auburn lill its MOlkl (d,.'.
,,:t1kd "SIX Suprcme," and by II.(·.S. 1'01'its MOlkl h.

Thc ordcrs by Stutz and Auburn lill' thcir nc\\ Il)::'3
h-cvlmdcr Ilwdels led to thl' rathn suddcn demisc or WL'ldch
\lotors ill Julv 19::',.

Ih Ihc cnd or July 192\. \Villiam II. lletchcr. 11)II11L'I
,uTl'lar\ l11'Wcidcl) \lotors. had bccn appoilllcd rL'c"i\ cr or the
\\"Ilkl\ \lutors ('0 by JUdgL~I larry O. Chambnlm l>llh,' I'S
I)1,llIct ('llUII In Indianapolis ill rl'spllnsL' 10 a Irl,'ndh
rU'('I\,'\"hlp suit brought by Willi;lI11 !\, limphre\. tre:hllrn ;lIld
""lll'lal Inalla~'el. III Il'mporarily pro!L'l'l Ih,: l'Olllp;tll\" l'lhIIIL'S",
I !llphre\ deel;lIl'd that Wcidcly Motors was
",h ellt \\ ith assets of S 1.::'70,1)40 with
Ilahilitle, III SS51.l)24. lv1crchandise
creditors were owed about $23X.OOO.
Ilowever. there was insufficient cash 110\\
to meet obligations due to recent
instructions fi'()lll customcrs. primallly
Auburn and Stutz. to hold up shipments of
sonIc 3.000 engines. This situation len thc
company with 100 completl'd engines and
il1\cntory stock for another 1.000. Since
January Il)2\ Wiedely had built more than
one million dollars worth of engines."
Judge Chamberlin directcd Weidely's
creditors to file their claims berore
Decembcr 3. 192\."

In late January 1924 the judge
apprO\ed the receivcr's sale or Weidely
Motors (0. asscts to I',dward W. Showers and
Umphrey. and the majority bondholders 1'01'
$300.000. Umphrey announced that the
reorganized company would include George
;\. Weidely and that operations would ensue
'"in a couple of weeks."" No evidence has
bccn uncovcrcd that Wcidely Motors
resumed operations. According to the
()cto!wr 30. 1924 issuc of AIl/o/}l0/in'

IlIdll,\/ric.\. Frank Daly and 75 other
prcferred stockholders ofWeidely Motor Co.
had fi led suit asking damages of $150.000
fi'om Showers. Umphrey. and William II.
Fletcher. all lixmer officers of the company.

1>1'11111 01" 1,jdl'(1' Jrolors

Slul:;. Plays a Roll'

Let's explore how the Stutz Motor
('ar Co. inadvertently contributed to the
failure of Weidely Motors Co. George A.
Weidely and Ilarry C. Stutz were
contemporaries and known to be good
friends. Harry most likely considered
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George. who was six years older. his peer. There is e\ idence that
Weidely Motors helped train some of the Stutz cransmen \\Iw
were employed to build Ilarry's nokd I(Hahe 4-cylil1derl~
head engine in 1l) 17. :11ll1perhaps e\ en built the rirst cngincs.
ILIIIV len thl' StUtl l'llll1pal1\ Oil Jul\ I. 1(II i) 10 0\ ,'I"'l'c' hi.
ne\\ IV-llrg:lllI/ed Stut/ lire InglllL' l'". :lIlll 1I.l'.S. :'vlllior ( ,II
('n. locatcd at 14()() N.lapitol !\\c .. 111lliall;1I1l11IsIlis rL'Sp,'C! I,,!
Wcidcly's L'xpl'rllsL' \\:IS l'llilrirmL'd \\hl'n hL' clHlsL' \\c'llkh',
new "Bulldog" 4-c\lindn (llIV l'n!-'-lnL'lill' his II.<' S SnIL" II
cars or Ii)2() a, prl'\ loush menllonl'd. Thl'v \\er,' both IlIl'llIbL'\'
or thl: Indian:lpolis \thlc,tll' ('Iub :uld L'nthuslasts :IS I" th,'
tel'll1l1l';t! aSI1('L'tsor raL'in~. WL'llklv h:l\ lI1g bL'L'1lSL'kL'IL't!b\ Ilk'
\ll1lTiL'an :\Utlllllllbik :\""L'l:lIl"n li\:\:\) III SL'l"\COil its ,lll,1

L':lr Lll'illi-' Sl:IIHl:mls L'llllllllitlL'L' :t!llllg 1\ ilh Idg:ll ;Illt! I Jill",
\pplTSlln :llld ILmlld () Sllllth. ;IS LII b:ll'" as .\pnl 1LJI)"

1hL' Stlltl (lllll!':lII\ I\;IS "'\lTL'h ~i1r,-'ClL'd\1\ lh,' I'"''
\\,'rld \\',11 I dc'11I,''''''ll :lIlt! \\;IS Sllid :It :lIll'IIOll lln
I'):':' I'," \2,"t)(I.()llIllo ( 1,:,i1,', \1 S,'I1\\:II) ~Illt!S"IllL' ,I"','),

A lJ T (l M (l T I V LIN D \ I :-; I I'. i I·:S

Fig. i) lkidc/\' \ /(/.1/ cnginc, !!lc "/-ii,./r I'nin! !ill/Mug."

.11I/u/lw/i\'c 1Ii.l/U,.\, R,'\'iC1\'



Schwab was 35 years old in IX97 when Andrew Carnegie
selected him to be president or Carnegie Steel at an annual
salary of one million dollars. Then, in 1902 he pockctcd two
million dollars his rirst year a president or U.S. Steel Corp. In
1903 he became the "czar" or Bethlehem Steel."

Schwab immediately brought experienced people to Stutz
including ('harles S. ('rawllml, a graduate engineer with over 20
years experience in engineering and management which
included the years 1915-21 with Premier rrom which he resigned
in 1921 as vice president orengineering. Aner exploring various
~dternatives, Crawrord round Weidely's new OIIV ()-cyinder
engine to be the right rit Ill!' the new Stutz Series 6()O of 1923
and the Special Six Series 692 of 1924. hlthusiasm ran high 11)1'
the new ()-cylinder Series with expectations or up to 10,000 cars
being produced. Weidely was expecting Stutz to take delivery of
5,000 engines by July 1923 but only 2,19 I engines were ordered
to be delivered by that time. A total or 2,34X engine numbers
\wre assigned to Series ()90-()92 cars indicating that at least 157
I\cidely engines were acquired aner July 1923."

With the demise or Weidely, ('rawrord proceeded to
del l'lop an "in house" Stutz Six Model 69 I engine, an enlarged
and rcl'ined version or the Weidely "Forty Point Bulldog." This
Stutz Si'\, 3-1/2" x 5", 2XX.() cm rated XO 13.11.1',powered the
"Speed\\<IY Six" Stutz Models or 1924-25.

Meanwhile, due to the railure or Weidely, Ilarry Stutz was
Il)rced to rind another company to build the ()-cylinder engine
for his 1923 II.( ·.S. Series IV, Model (), XO11.1'.car. lie engaged
the Midwest Lngine ('ompany, successor to Lyons-Atlas whose
engine building experience dated back to the early 1900s. The
\\Titer, an OWI1(.Tor an II.( '.S. Model () touring car, believes that
Midwest acquired available engines rrom Weidely and dressed
them to Ilarry Stutz.'s speei rieations which ineluded a unique
Brush-designed head. ;\ maximum or 400 Series IV II.C'.S.
Model () cars I\Tre produced and only a handrul survive."

On January 2X, I()25 William II. Fletcher, receiver Il)r
Weidely Motors, sued Stutz Ill!' $750,000 alleging breach or
l'ontracts in wilich 'i,OOO engines were ordered but Stutz had
taken delivery or only 2,191 as or July 1923." This suit was
dismissed in April I ()27. \VL'idcly Motors also lost its $425,000
~uit against !\uburn which I\as riled on March 21, 192'i.' With
thl'se court decisions the sag~1or Weidely Motors sadly ended.

(ieorge Weidely had an illustrious and produetive career.
lie held patents on various mechanical devices including the
rirst QD rim (qulek-detaehabkl which was universally used. He
I\as also a social perSlln. lie was a member or Mystic Tic L.odge
No .. NX or Indianapolis rrom December 7,1914 until his death
in 194X. Weidely held memberships in the ('olumbia and
Athletic Clubs, other social and benevolent organizations and
was alfiliated with many automotive societies.

The author is still seeking inllmnation as to what George
Weidely did during the years Il)llowing the demise or Weidely
Motors.
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Understanding Why Adler Left the
Automotive Industry After World War 11-

an Approach from the Perspective of
Subjective Economics

Introduction

by Peter Engelhard

Adler was among the leading
German manufacturers of passenger
cars for most of its history. Its departure
from the motor industry in 1948 was
abrupt and unexpected for some
contemporary observers and until today
remains a puzzle for many automotive
historians. In World War II the
company's facilities were converted to
producing goods deemed more
essential for the country's bell igerent
efforts-as it was the case for most

other automotive companies in Germany.' Nevertheless, soon
after the end of the war Adler was prepared to resume passenger
car production-by 1948, everything had been arranged for this
purpose. But in that year Adler's former Director General Ernst
Hagemeier (Fig. I) was released from All ied custody and
reinstated in his duties. Being back in charge, one of
Hagemeier's first decisions was to stop the Adler postwar
passenger car project. The company now turned towards
manufacturing typewriters, machinery and, since 1949,
motorcycles-a business line that had been abandoned in favor
of passenger car production as early as 1907.2

Ernst Hagemeier has frequently been accused of killing
one of the most traditional and reputable automotive brands in
Germany for no apparent reason. Automotive historian Werner
Oswald boldly states that Hagemeier ruined the entire company
by a series of blatant errors and lack of business acumen.J As a
matter of fact, commercial fate soon turned against Adler in the
post-war era. The machinery business generated nothing but
losses. Adler's motorcycles were generally well received by the
public but they were not really competitive compared with other
major and long established suppliers like NSU or Ziindapp. As a
consequence, Hagemeier had to leave the company's
management board in 1955. Finally, Adler was taken over by the
Grundig Corporation in 1957.

This article examines whether Hagemeier's decision to
withdraw from the automotive business was an erroneous one
under the conditions which prevailed in 1948.

Fig. J - Ernst
Hagemeier

Methodology

Often the historic assessment of a business decision is
based on the evaluation of its objective results. In this light,
Hagemeier's decision to focus Adler's business on typewriters
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and motorcycles apparently was an erroneous one since the
ventures failed. In an analytical perspective, objective historic
outcomes have no meaning for the underlying decision and
actions; at the point of time of deciding and acting one cannot
have knowledge about the objective outcomes because they will
materialize only in the future. What really counts are the
expectations about the future outcomes of any action taken in
the present. With hindsight, expectations may turn out to be
right or wrong. Nevertheless they are the driving moment of any
economic action. This is one of the core insights of the so called
Austrian or Subjective School of Economics: Ludwig von
Mises, one of the founding fathers of this school, made the
point that all human action is purposeful.' Any economic actor
will try to achieve his aims and purposes by making the best use
of means available to him. "Best use" essentially depends on his
knowledge and abilities. This is the Austrian School
economist's understanding of economic rationality or economic
reasoning.

The Austrian School economist assumes that any historic
business action or decision is rational but that rationality is
conditioned by the actor's subjective purposes, by his subjective
expectations about outcomes, by his subjective knowledge about
available means to achieve them, and by his subjective abilities
to use these available means. It is never possible to fully and
objectively fathom all the subjective details of historic economic
decisions and actions. Nevertheless in order to make them
intelligible it is useful to consider the historic facts which most
likely shaped the decision maker's intellectual background, i.e.,
his perception of business opportunities.

Ernst Hagemeier was the key decision maker at Adler
during the 1930s and I940s. In order to understand the reasons
behind the company's exit from the automotive industry the
remainder of this article will elaborate on the general business
experiences made before the time of decision. Furthermore, we
must think about the historic circumstances that prevailed when
Hagemeier made up his mind in 1948 about the future prospects
and opportunities for his company in the automotive business.

Hagemeier's managerial performance in the J930s and 1940s

The history of Adler began in 1880 when Heinrich Kleyer
founded the Heinrich Kleyer Werke in Frankfurt/Main which
quickly became a major German producer of bicycles. In 1886
the company was re-named Adler Fahrrad- Werke and in 1896 it
became a joint-stock company, Adlerwerke vorm. Heinrich
Kleyer, AG. In 1900, the company launched its first passenger
car, in 1901 its first motor cycle. Both ventures turned out to be
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successful. Adler was among the leading players in the German
automotive industry before Word War I."

The hour of Hagemeier

As for many other German passenger car manufacturers,
Adler's economic fate turned during the I920s. In 1925, the
German government began to gradually lift protectionist import
barriers for passenger cars in order to increase the industry's
efficiency. As a consequence, technically rather simple (though
affordable and comfortable) 6-cylinder sedans manufactured at
that time by General Motors and other American manufacturers
gained popularity among German business people during the
"Roaring Twenties." The most popular American brands were
Chevrolet and Buick. Sales volumes and profitability of local
German brands came under pressure since business people and
self employed professionals constituted their most important
customer segment.' Adler's product portfolio did not contain
anything that could effectively meet the American challenge. The
company's attempt to counter-strike entailed the development of
a new 6-cylinder sedan-which, however, was not much more
than copying American blueprints. Though many of Adler's peers
embarked on this or a similar strategy (e.g., NAG, Presto, Protos,
Brennabor) it was a blatant economic failure. The new Adler
Standard 6 was launched in 1926 (Fig. 2). It cloned contemporary
Chryslers but nevertheless the car turned out to be technically
immature. Later, the company introduced the Standard 8. In the
end Adler managed to overcome technical problems involving
steering (the cngines were also considered to be insufficiently
rei iable and durable) but many customers were annoyed and re-
engineering was costly.' By 1929, the 6-cylinder experiment and
deteriorating markct conditions had brought Adler in serious
need of commcrcial rehabilitation.

This was the hour of Ernst Hagemeier. Hagemeier was
installed by Danat-Bank, Adler's largest shareholder at that time,
as the new Director General-a decision which deprived the
Kleyer family almost completely of its influence in the
company's fate! Hagemeier is described as an energetic and
hard-nosed self-made business man.'o Despite rapidly worsening
economic conditions for the motor industry during the early
1930s, he brought the company on track again, among others by
downsizing the company's workforce from approximately 6,000
in 1926 to 3,000 in 1930 (Adler's headcount was soon to recover
to 7,000 towards the end of the decade)" and up-to-date process
innovations like a thorough standardized parts strategy. But
Hagemeier also turned out to be far-sighted on the product side
of the business. By hiring brilliant engineers like Hans Gustav
Rohr (1931-1935) or Karl Janschke (1936-1945) he paved the
way for advanced drive-train and bodywork technology which
resulted in Adler's gaining the reputation of being among the
innovation leaders in German passenger car manufacturing.

Moving away from large cars

Perhaps Hagemeier's most intriguing business decision at
that time was to drastically scale back Adler's output of large 6-
and 8-cylinder sedans. Instead, he brought a new series of
conventionally designed mid-size cars (Adler Trumpf/Primus)
and technically advanced front-wheel driven compact cars
(Adler Trumpf Junior) to the market in 1932 (Fig. 3). Hagemeier
correctly anticipated that the 6-cylinder fashion of the mid-
1920s was not a sustainable one and that it would not survive the
Great Depression for long. Table I depicts the evolution of
German passenger car sales by engine size-larger than three
Iitres and smaller than three Iitres-during the Great Depression.
Both categories developed more or less in line until spring 1931.

Va neue AJler "Standard 6".

LimuJil1e.

Fig. 2 - The First Adler 6 (1926).
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Fig. 3 -Adler's 1932 Trump/with a 1.5 litre
4-cylinder engine.

Table 1 - Monthly German Passenger Car Sales
by Engine Size, 1929-1934

1929 = 100
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-- engine size < 31itres engine size> 31itres

(Source. Author's database, Reichsverband der Automobilindustrie)

Then large car sales began to plunge. Smaller cars swiftly
followed. But while sales of smaller cars soon recovered when
the crisis abated in 1933-34, sales of passenger cars with large
displacement engines never again recovered to their former
scale. This development also pushed most of the American
import cars out of the market.

Hagemeier, unlike many of his contemporary peers in thc
German automotive industry, was ablc to make a clear intellectual
distinction between market fundamentals and ephemcral
phenomena Iikc fashions or speculative bubbles. This ability is one
of the core elements of successful entrepreneurship." Today it is
very well known that thc relative prosperity German business lifc
experienced during the second hal f of the 1920s was not sustained
by the underlying fundamcntals of the German economy. Rather,
unsustainable short-term credit financing inflated short-tcrm
business activities. Hardach talks of the "pinchback gold of the
golden years."'J Any alcrt cntrepreneur in the German motor
industry may have noticed that the popularity of large American
6-cylinder sedans was not much more than a fashion which

Fig 4 - The 1936 Adler Trump/Junior.
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emerged in this artificially upbeat economic climate. American
manufacturers were able to exploit this constellation by "hit and
run" actions using off-the-shclf products. For incumbent
manul~lCturers, in contrast, it should have been essential to
recognize that many underlying fundamentals of the market had
not really changed at aiL e.g., the (Jerman tax regime, regulations
and running costs, still implied a relative eompctitive advantage
li)l"small and mid-sized cars which became manifest in the course
of the Great Depression with particular rigor. Especially alter the
full consequences of the (Jerman banking crisis had emerged in
spring 1931" corporate buyers began to avoid buying expensive
\ chicles if they bought any new cars at all. Many owners traded-
in their large cars li)r smaller ones in order to economize on
running costs." Consequently, passenger car demand quickly
shifted away li'om larger and more luxurious vehicles.

Undi'\ll11ted chie!, executil'e

By the end of the 1930, Emst Hagemeier was the
undisputed chief executive at Adler a position he had achieved
not only because of his personal pertimnance and business
acumen. As of 1943 he also owned 30 percent of the company's
stock. /\n additional 47 percent was under the control of
Dresdner Bank. This further inereased Ilagcmeier's personal
influence since he was chairman of Dresdner Bank's regional
ad\isory committee lill' Frankfurt and I ksse.'" Thus, Adler was
a company more or less solely driven by the entrepreneurial
spirit of its Director (Jeneral.

Emst IlagemL'ier's work dUring the years of World War II
IS not easy tIl assess. The last Adler passenger cars were
assembled in 11)41. rhen tilL' h'ankfurt plant was entircly
cOl1\erted to produce war goods. Like many other German
industrial companies. Adler at that time relied heavily on the
ji)rced labor of concentratlllll camp inmates. The premises were
,.;e\crely damaged on March 22, 1944, hy an Allied air raid. After
the occupation of I-'rankfurl by American troops in the ,.;pring of
1945, Ilagemeier was dcl~llned. Inquiries into his role during the
war years brought numerous report,.; of severe maltreatment to
light. Mortality rates among lill'ced lahorers at the Adler plant
arc reported to have been high. Nevertheless, the proceedings at
the Franklilrt de-nazification court and investigations by the
German public pro,.;ecutor did not adduce evidence sufTicient to
indicate that Ilagemeier was personally responsible." lie
resumed his duties at Adler in .July Il)4X. Since 1946, the
company had manutilclured typewriters. Soon after his retum
Hagemeier made the decision to entirely abandon the passenger
car business although everything had been prepared to roll out a
redesigned version of the Trumpf .Junior compact car." Instead,
in 1949, Adler became a n1anul~lclurer of motorcycles.

/IJarket experiences lIIade during the 193()s

Ilagemeier's career up until then demonstrates that he was a
proactive man with high entrepreneurial abilities and good ti)resight
about market developments. One may also assume that hi,.;decision
not to resume passenger car production at the Adler I~lctory was
based on careful and rational reasoning (which, of course, docs not
mean that such reasoning cannot be subject to economic error).'

SjJring lll()l)

The entrepreneur's decision to stay in a certain business or
to leave it contains several clements which can be identified by
referring to the economic theory of productive assets developed
by Ludwig Lachmann.2l1 From Lachmann we learn that the
decision to stay or leave depends on the company's current
market position and the entrepreneur's expectations about its
future market position: docs the business yield returns which he
or his investors consider appropriate and will it continue to do
so'? II' not, the question arises whether to close down, to sell 01'1',
or to convert to another business. The first option will be chosen
only if a sell-ofT or conversion is commercially not viable. The
entrepreneur will consider the sell-ofT option when there is a
buyer for his assets and when he may recover the initial costs
that once were necessary to set up his business (including
interest) or when eventual write-ofl's arc lower than those
associated with closing down. The conversion option becomes
viable when there arc alternative business opportunities and
conversion is not too costly hence if write-offs associated with
conversion arc lower than those associated with closing down or
sclling off. The costs of conversion depend on the flexibility of
the asset base. It is more expensive to convert capital-intensive
and highly speci fic installations than less specific, general
purpose assets.

Lachmann's theory sets the agenda for the further analysis
of the Acllerillagemeier case. First we develop a general view on
Adler's market position in the 1930s. Market experience during
the 1930s is supposed to be a major component of the general
mindset for any business decision made after World War IL Then
we ask what at that time could have been reasonably eX\ll'cted
for the further development of Adler's market position.

Adler \' lIIarket position in terms (~!,production liolullles

Table 2 displays an estimation of total production volumes
in Germany by manutilcturer. It covers the time span fi'om the
end of the Great Depression around 1933 and the outbreak of
World War II in 1939/40. During this period Adler ranked fourth
among German manufacturers with Mercedes-Benz as its
closest peer in terms of overall output. Neverthcless, thcre was a
clear preponderance of the heavyweight mass producers Opcl
(General Motors) and Auto Union (Ford was more or less still in
the ramp-up stage for much of the decade) over the mid-sized
players Mercedes-Benz and Adler. Further down the ranking
there were only two other significant players, BMW and
Hanomag, while all other manufacturers were more or less
insignificant.

The simple quantitative output ranking gIves a first
impression of the relative weights of players in the market place.
However, in order to attain a more elaborate picture of Adler's
true market position it is necessary to identify the company's
closest competitors. The market for passenger cars is a highly
differentiated one: There is a broad range of difTerent modcl-
types of ditTerent size and appearance which serve different
purposes, suit different tastes and convene with different
abilities to pay. This phenomenon of product difTerentiation
causes the entire market for passenger cars to break down into
"elementary markets"" or market segments. Any market player
will consider the incumbents of its relevant market segment to
be its closest peer group. Against their actual or anticipated
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Table 2 - Ranking of German Passenger Car
Manufacturers by Production Volume

Rank Manufacturer Total Production Share
1933-39 1933-39 in Total
[k units] [%] Production

1 Opel 599 41.7
2 Auto Union 272 18.9
3 Mercedes-Benz 138 9.6
4 Adler 118 8.2
5 Ford 94 6.5
6 BMW 78 5.4
7 Hanomag 65 4.5
8 Borgward 27 1.9
9 Stoewer 12 0.8

10 Brennabor* 6 0.4
11 Rohr** 3 0.2
12 NAG*** 1 0.1
13 Maybach 1 0.1
14 Others 23 1.6

'out of business since 7933
.. out of business since 7935
**' out of bus;r7ess since 7934

Source: Oswald 7982, author's ca/culations

reaction it will try to measure which effect its own competitive
actions (e.g., price variations, introduction of a new model,
technical innovation etc.) will have." Furthermore, against their
commercial performance it will measure whether its own
performance is satisfactory or not. Therefore intra-segment
competition is more intense than cross-segment competition.

The German passenger car market may be broken down
into five elementary markets or market segments:23

1) Small cars
2) Compact cars
3) Mid-size cars
4) Upscale cars (such as BMW 335, Mercedes-Benz 200,290)
5) Luxury cars

Table 3 disaggregates total German passenger car
production by manufacturer and segment, by shares of
manufacturers in specific segments and by the share of specific
segments in manufacturers' specific product line-ups. [n terms
of total output volume, the most important segment comprised
compact cars which accounted for nearly 67 percent of the
industry's output between 1933 and 1939.

In the 1930s, Adler's product line up included the compact
car TrumpfJunior, the mid-size cars Trumpf, Primus and 2.5 Litres
scries as well as the luxury e1ass Standard and Favorit series. The
compact Trumpf Junior was the company's focus product since it
accounted for nearly 70 percent of its output (Fig. 4).

Within the compact car segment Adler ranked third after
Opel and Auto Union. [n terms of compact car market share,
however, the gap between Adler and these two mass produccrs
was significant: Adler accounted for merely 8.5 percent of total
German compact car production (Opel: 58.1 percent; Auto
Union: 19.2 percent). Thus, Adler was strongly focused on the
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compact car segment but its position within this segment was
overshadowed by two much larger incumbent mass produccrs.

There were other reputable smaller players in the German
passenger car industry like Mercedes-Benz, BMW, and
Ilanomag and even very small players Iike Stocwcr and
Maybach. Also Ford's Cologne plant had an output capacity
which was also quite comparable to Adler. It is important to notc
that apart from BMW and Ford (which is a differcnt story) all
the smaller-sized German passcnger car manufacturers followed
a different segment strategy than Adler did. Instead of focusing
on the compact car segment where they 1~lced direct competition
of the much larger mass producers they rather made the mid-
size, upscale and luxury segments their home turf.

However, a company's sheer size docs not say too much
about its commercial performance. For the entrepreneur's
decision to stay in a certain business or to leave it, commercial
performance relative to peers is a much more relevant criterion
than size -as long as one assumes that profit is the
entrepreneur's primary motivation.

Adler:'; commercial pos;t;o/1-a calculat;o/1 0/1 the hack
(~la/1envelope

We assess Adler's relative commercial position by a simple
though instructive calculation on the back of an envelope. The
results arc summarized in Table 4.

The calculation shows that labor productivity at the Adler
plant was only slightly lower than at GM's Opel plants and Auto
Union (5.2 cars/man-year compared with 5.5 cars/man-year)
despite the company's smaller size. IIowever, under normal
output conditions Adler's operations appear to have been more
profitable, yielding an estimated EB[)[T-margin on returns of 21
percent (compared with the 15 percent attained by Opel and
Auto Union).

The primary source of Adler's superior relative
profitability was a higher sales price which could be attained in
the market place compared with the products of its principal
competitors. One reason for the higher achievable prices might
have been the product's good reputation for quality and
advanced technology (although in the late 1930s Opel's new
Kadett and Olympia compact cars were technologically at least
equally innovative). Another and probably more important
reason was market tightness: Demand for compact cars resumed
expansion after the Great Depression had abated and it was
further fuelled by specific fiscal measures (i.e., suspension of
the car tax) taken by the Nazi regime after it came to power in
1933." Nevertheless, as car demand rose during the 1930s the
government increasingly curtailed the automotive industry's
procurement of supplies Ii)\' production in order to stabilize
Germany's current account balance.'" Furthermore it elfectively
tried to re-direct new car sales to foreign markets and to
withhold supplies /i'om the domestic market. The consequence
ofthese market interventions was a growing excess supply in the
domestic car market. This could not simply be reduced by letting
prices generally increase (as any li'ee markct logic would imply)
since price controls had becn cftcctive since 1936. It rather
appears that excess demand was to be skimmed by selling more
high-end li'actions of the German compact car portfolio at
higher prices while rationing the supply of cheaper cars. This
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Table 3 - Production Volumes by Manufacturer and Market Segment 1933-1939
Small Compact Mid-size Upscale Luxury Others/ Total

Unspecified
Total production volumes [k units, est.]
Opel 558600 9400 24400 6400 598800
Auto Union 184500 66800 5300 10300 4900 271800
Mercedes-Benz 4300 117800 14300 2000 138400
Adler 81900 32000 4000 117900
Ford 76400 17300 93700
BMW 7200 45800 22400 300 2200 77900
Hanomag 7800 22100 34900 64800
Borgward 700 26100 200 27000
Stoewer 5300 7200 12500
Brennabor 1500 4000 300 580
Ri:ihr 2100 100 300 2500
NAG 500 700 1200
Maybach 800 100 900
Others 23000 23000
Total 7900 960800 325300 45000 17200 80000 1436
Share [%] 0.5 66.9 22.6 3.1 1.2 5.6 100

Share of manufacturer in segment [%]
Opel 58.1 2.9 54.2 0.0 8.0 41.7
Auto Union 19.2 20.5 11.8 59.9 6.1 18.9
Mercedes-Benz 0.4 36.2 31.8 11.6 9.6
Adler 8.5 9.8 23.3 8.2
Ford 8.0 5.3 6.5
BMW 91.1 4.8 6.9 0.7 2.8 5.4
Hanomag 0.8 6.8 43.6 4.5
Borgward 8.9 8.0 0.4 1.9
Stoewer 1.6 9.0 0.9
Brennabor 0.2 1.2 0.4 0.4
Ri:ihr 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.2
NAG 1.1 0.0 0.9 0.1
Maybach 4.7 0.1 0.1
Others 0.0 28.8 1.6
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Share of segment in manufacturer's product line-up [%]
Opel 93.3 1.6 4.1 0.0 1.1 100.0
Auto Union 67.9 24.6 1.9 3.8 1.8 100.0
Mercedes-Benz 3.1 85.1 10.3 1.4 100.0
Adler 69.5 27.1 3.4 100.0
Ford 81.5 18.5 100.0
BMW 9.2 58.8 28.8 0.4 2.8 100.0
Hanomag 12.0 34.1 53.9 100.0
Borgward 2.6 96.7 0.7 100.0
Stoewer 42.4 57.6 100.0
Brennabor 25.9 69.0 5.2 100.0
Ri:ihr 84.0 4.0 12.0 100.0
NAG 41.7 58.3 100.0
Maybach 88.9 11.1 100.0
Others 100.0 100.0
Total 0.6 66.9 22.7 3.1 1.2 5.6 100.0

SOIl,.CC: OSl1'Ii/d /<)8], all/ho,. \' calclila/io/ls
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Together with other indigenous ear
producers Adler had eflcctively mitigated
the most severe threat fiJI" compact ear
market incumbents that had been
imminent since 1934: The creation of the
Volkswagen. The Volkswagen's technical
"spiritus rector" was Ferdinand Porsche
but in the early phase of the project its
implementation lay within the German
industry association's ("Reichsverband
der Automobilindustrie") responsibility.
A respective project team had been
stafled with experts from Daimler-Benz
AG, Auto Union AG, BMW, MAN amI,
finally, the Adler Werke." None of these
incumbents had any true interest in
seeing the Volkswagen enter
production with a projected production
volume of 175,000 units per year and a
(subsidized) sales price of merely 1,000
Reichsmark they would have created a
credible new competitor. Nevertheless,
there was a political imperative to

realize the project. The smart solution of this problem was market
splitting: The whole issue of producing and marketing the
Volkswagen was handed over to the wealthy Nazi labor union
"Deutsche Arbeitsfront (DAF)." Furthermore, the right to buy a
Volkswagen would have been exclusively reserved to the
members of DA~~ i.e., mainly blue and small white collar
workers. Traditional passenger car buyers - i.e., upper middle
class and commercial customers would almost entirely remain
with the traditional manuf~lcturers.'"

Table 4 - Estimated Commercial Parameters for Compact Car Production
at Adler, Auto Union and Opel in the Late 1930s

Maximum capacity-k units / year
Assumed capacity usage-%
Normal annual output-k units / year
Labor force-men / year
Average wage rate-RM / man / year
Labor productivity-cars / man / year
Labour costs-RM / car
Other variable input costs-RM / car
Total variable production costs-RM / car
Average sales price-RM / car
EBDIT-mn RM / year
EBDIT/ returns-%

Opel
125
85%
106

19250
2300
5.5
418
1700
2118
2500
405
15%

Auto Union
54

85%
46

8400
2300
5.5
420
1200
1620
1800
129
15%

Adler
30

85%
26

4900
2300
5.2
433
1700
2133
2700
147
21%

All data for compact car production only: Opel Kadett / Olympia / Super 6, Auto Union DKW Reichsklasse
/ Sonderklasse, Adler Trumpf Junior. RM = Reichsmark; EBDIT = Earnings before Depreciation, Interest
and Tax.

Source. Authors estimation based on data given by Oswald/' Rauch and Reichsverband der Automobilindustne

also explains the significant uptick of the compact car prIce
eurve at its right hand end (Fig. 5).

Sustainahility (d"Adler~\'market position towards the end of
the 1930s

One may conclude that towards the end of the 1930s
Adler's market position was, under the prevailing conditions of
that time, not bad in terms of profitability. Nevertheless, Figure 5
also demonstrates that the company's role in the compact car
market had become marginal in terms of output volumes.
Furthermore, it was in a "sandwich position" between Ford and
Opel. Consequently, Adler's position within the compact car
segment was more or less sustainable as long as the highly
regulated and not really competitive market conditions of the late
1930s did not change. However, if the market climate were to
become more competitive for whatever reason, there was a high
probability of Adler falling further behind the larger producers.

Adler~~ hu,\'iness prospects alier I#Jrld I#,r II

We now return to the task of evaluating how the future
prospects of the German passenger car market looked like after
World War \I for a smaller German passenger manuf~lcturer like
Adler when Ilagemeier had to decide whether to stay in this kind
of business or to leave it. Passenger car production at Adler's
plant had finally ceased in 1941 due to war time circumstances.
Experience made in the market place until the late 1930s
constituted the mental background on which decision-maker
Hagemeier would make up his mind. The preceding paragraphs
showed that Adler's market position had been profitable but
increasingly marginal. It could have even turned precarious if
competition were to become more intense. Thus, in the late
1940s the decision-maker's key question to answer was whether
the coming years would bring more competition or not.
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Positive prospects: postwar recOI'et:vof the German passenger
car industry

Despite the manifold difficulties the German economy
faced after World War II (destruction of its asset base, the advcnt
of the "Iron Curtain" which more and more dividcd the country.
and cumbersome regulation or almost any economic activity).
prospects for thc Gcrman automotive industry in gencral began
to improve around 194X. Most plants which had survived thc war
were morc or Icss operational again at that timc. ", In f~lct the
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economy was recovering since 1947 and even accelerated in the
course of 194X, heading for a reconstruction boom which other
European countries had already experienced during the
preceding two years." Finally, private customers again began to
playa role for new passenger car demand after the West German
currency reform and the far reaching deregulation of markets
had been implemented in the summer of 194X." For the time
being, sales were driven by pent-up demand which could be
expected to playa vital role fix the domestic car industry for
some years to come: As of 1946, the number of registered and
operated passenger cars was 76 percent below the respective
number for 1939 (Western Germany) and the remaining
passenger car flect was heavily aging. Thcre was a substantial
motorization gap." As a consequence, passenger car output in
the Hritish and American occupation zones recovered to almost
30,000 units in 194X a threshold beyond which contemporary
experts saw sustainable futurc prospects for the industry."

Seen fi'om the perspective of 194X there were some good
reasons to believe in a growing German passenger car market.
There was also good reason to believe that compact cars like the
Adler Trumpf Junior would be particularly sought-after under
prewar conditions. Compact cars were most popular among self-
employed professionals and craftsmen who had constituted the
most important prewar customer group. Aftcr the war they again
turned out to be the most likely new car buyers."

NeKatil'e pro.\pects: potential ol'er-supp(v

As acceptable as the prospects fix a general resumption of
passenger car production might have been, it needs to be kept in
mind that the motorization boom which Western Germany
experienced in the late 1950s and 1960s was not foreseeable at all
in 1948. Rather, it was realistic to assume that sooner or later the
number of sales and production would return to their prewar levels
but most likely not grow too much beyond it. Contemporary
analyses foresaw an upper ceiling for domestic new passenger car
demand at only 270,000 units annually. \(, If one allowed for an
export quota of 25 percent and assumed that imports were not to
play an important role, this translated into a realistic potential
production volume of approximately 360,000 units per year.

Anyone who in the late 1940s tried to assess the likely
evolution of competition for the years to come would have
compared this number with the domestic plant capacities which
were or were likely to become operative. For this exercise,
several facts were to be taken into account:

a) The projected maximum production volume for Western
Germany matched the total (ierman plant capacity of
19J8 with remarkable precision. Ilowever, seen from the
Western perspective a suhstantial li'aetion of prewar
capacity was ertcctivcly lost duc to thc dismantling of
industrial installations hy Allied authorities (e.g., thc
cntirc assemhly linc for thc Kadctt compact car at Opel's
Riissclshcim plant). BMW's and Auto Union's passenger
car plants wcrc situatcd in Eastcrn Germany and in 1948
both brands playcd no suhstantial rolc for the Westcrn
Gcrman new car markct. The Stocwcr plant was now
undcr Polish administration. Thcsc losses decreased
available postwar production capacity
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b) Resumption of passenger car production at Adler and
Hanomag was not confirmed in 1948 though certain
preparations were under way

c) Mercedes-Benz had made substantial investments in
production capacity during the early 1940s. n The
Volkswagen plant had no opportunity to playa visible role
in the prewar passenger car market but afier 1948 its initial
capacity of 175,000 units per year became operative. It was
by far the largest and technically most advanced plant in
contemporary Germany. <x Volkswagen's domestic sales
potential was not restricted to particular customer groups
anymore. These circumstances substantially increased
Western German postwar production capacity.

The summary of production capacities given by Table 5
demonstrates that the advent of the Volkswagen plant in the
"free" passenger car market potentially changed the industry's
competitive landscape. Without Adler and Hanomag, total
available capacity remained just below the aforementioned
maximum output volume which according to contemporary
estimates the market was able to absorb. Re-entry of these two
players would have caused available capacity to exceed the
expected output ceiling. Anyway, in 1948 it was reasonable to
expect that it would take some years for sales to match the
anticipated maximum level. Consequently, for contemporary
actors the emergence of over-capacities and increasing
competitive pressure was a very likely scenario. It would have
particularly affected the compact car market where the
Volkswagen was targeted. A very much smaller compact car
manufacturer like Adler was likely to be among the players who
were to bear the full brunt of intensifying competition.

A hypothetical picture of a postwar compact car market
and how it might have been reasonably anticipated in 1948 under
such circumstance is represented by Figure 6. If the compact car
segment was to have more or less the same size as in the last

Table 5 - Estimated Capacities of
German Passenger Car Manufacturers [k units]
Manufacturer 1936 1938 1948* 1948**

Maybach 0.24 0.24
Stoewer 2 3
Borgward 7 7 10 10
BMW 16 20
Hanomag 17 17 17
Adler 30 30 30
Ford 30 30 30 30
Mercedes-Benz 34 34 43 43
Auto Union 54 54
Opel 124 140 78 78
Volkswagen 175 175
Others 8
Total 332 359 336 383

* Without Adler and Hanomag
** Including Adler and Hanomag

Source: AutlJor's calculations
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prewar years (a realistic anticipation under the 360,000-unit total
markct scenario) the Volkswagen plant would have covered
almost 75 pcrcent of it (including export sales). One might have
expccted some room to remain for the higher priced Ford Taunus
but Opel and Adler would have competed at the position of the
marginal supplier with only very limited sales volume lett If
Opel and Adler were to produce at their normal output levels, the
emergence of oversupplies must have been very likely for the
prudent compact car manufacturer in 194~(

Conclusions and efJilo~ue

Given the likely market development that may have been
anticipated in 1948, Volkswagen's advent in the "free" market for
compact cars left only very limited room Ii)/" other suppliers in the
segment on which Adler had traditionally focused. That the
decision to abandon the automotive business was an erroneous
one taken by Ernst Hagemeier is therefore not really well-
founded. Rather, to give up passenger car production was a
comprehensible decision given the market information that was
available at that time and the market development that could
reasonably have been anticipated. "I This conclusion may be

derived and made intelligible by employing the method of
Austrian Economics to a specific historic problem, i.e., by asking
for the subjective rationality behind decisions taken by economic
actors at a certain point of time and under certain circumstances.

Finally, one needs to keep in mind that Adler had the
opportunity to convert to other fields of business at
comparativcly low cost. Though passenger car production had
accounted for 90 percent of the company's turnover during the
1930s'O it never had been entirely focused on it. Rather there was
substantial experience with other products available in-house.
Furthermore, Adler's asset base was probably less capital
intensive and more multipurpose than it had been the case with
larger automotive-only players. From a market perspective,
especially the motorcycle business might have appeared
attractive in 1948. The data shown in Table 6 indicate that in
1948 the number of registered motorcycles grew perceivably
faster than the passenger car fleet. Production remained sluggish
for the time being since demand obviously was met through re-
registration of motorcycles mothballed 111 wartime.
Nevertheless, this development might well have been interpreted
as a harbinger for increasing demand for brand new motorcycles
which in fact materialized one year later.

How well or how bad Ilagemeier managed Adler's nc\\
fields of activity afier 1948 is quite a different story, though.

The ill/age oj'/:'l'Ilsl IlagclI/ciel' II·iI.l· slI/i/ilicd h\' thc illIl/IIJI: The
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A letter from Adler to the editor
dated December 12, 1948, and
signed by two officials named
Weiss and Mobius, stated that

"so far, we have been unable to
resume our car production .... "
The "so far" can be interpreted
as meaning that the question

was not yet resolved. Dr.
Engelhard says that "more

research needs to be done on
the exact timing and exact
circumstances of Adler's

market exit, in partiCUlar, it
needs to be clarified which role
Allied authorities played for it.
There is some indication that
the Adler factory was sUbject

to the dismantlement of a
significant portion of its

equipment in late 1949-which
is astonishing since

dismantling of industrial
facilities had become very
unusual in the American

occupation zone at this time."
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Consumers, Cadillac, and Civil Rights:
The Social and Cultural Impact of the

Automobile in Ebony, 1945-1965

Illtroductioll

By Peter Cajka

In his 1957 novel Oil The Road, .Jack Kcrouac exclaimed,
"At lilac evening I walked with every muscle aching among the
lights or 27th and Welton in the Denver colored section, wishin~
I were a Negro. feeling that the best the white world had offered
was not enough ecstasy for me, joy. kicks. darkness, music, not
enough night.'" Kerouac\ desire was radical: In American mid-
l'entury memory. the kicks. ecstasy, and joys of the road were
leserved for whites only, Kerouac lilllcied himselr as a "white
negro:' but as he traveled rrom New York to San Francisco, he
noted that many blacks were stuck in lilctories or shanties, Like
Kerouac, scholars portray mobility as a white experience, In
survey histories of the automobile\ impact on American lire,
Ali'ican-/\mericans ollen appear as workers in Ford plants, being
pulled o\er by white police, and segregated in urban
environments.

The automobile runctioned as a machine in the ri~ht ror
equality. a statement or success and an indicator or ~"'auto-
citi/enship." The automobile ereated new possibilities that
allowed A rrican-Americans to break racial barriers, demonstrate
a newly achieved status, make mechanical advancements. and
organize communities. Three overall conclusions emerge about
Arrican-American mobility. First. in the 20th centurv the
Western United States could be considered a new rronti~r for
race relations. While escape was temporary in the South and the
North, the West had ,Ul aura or rreedom ror blacks in the latter
hall' or the 20th century. Second, the segregation system known
as .Jim ('row could not persist in the presence or the private,
individualized rreedom created by automobile ownership. Third,
the postwar mobility or A rrican-Americans enabled by the
automobile expedited a structural change in everyday life which
hastened the :llhent and gn l\\t h l) I' thl' c iv iI rights movement.
Ihe \ exing problem or the origlll:t1 Rl'cllnstructilln aller the
l'l\ Ii War lIas till' Inabilitv llr the rrel'dml'll to obtain 1,lnlL and
thus al'hll'll' el'llllllmll' llllkpel1lk'ncl' 1111111 the planter regime
and the I"cdnal gll\emml'nl. Illr ;1 el'ntur) :ilkl thl' ('IVt! War.
gl'u~'.raphic constraints hampered black rreedom. In what we
lIl,l) call the second Reconstruction. /\rrican-Americans
cllnquered geography with the autlllllllbile. A review or 1~'hOIl\"

(ll)-1-)-(15) demonstrates that histOrical scholarship on Arrican-
Americans and their relationship to the road has nCLdected the
broader social transrormatilln engenderl'd by a mil~ority with
autllmobil ity.·

The Historiography ofA/dclIlI-.1merinl1ls lIlId the Automohile

In the .11I/olllOhile ill.llllcricall Uk alld .)'ocic/r. Thomas J.
Sugrue acknowkdged in 200-1- that, "'the history or race and the
automobile has yct to be written.'" No other technology has had

such a dramatic effect on the everyday American in the 20th
century. The rise of the automobile industry and the impact of
the road and car explain a large part of the history of the
American people in the 20th century, no matter what their race."
The automobile provided Americans the means to level time and
space, thus altering interactions and institutions, Invariably, the
automobile has permeated the lives of African-Americans.
Sugrue noted the positive effects of the automobile, but focused
on the frustrating racism of American society. In his 200 I article
"'Driving While Black," international scholar Paul Gilroy
emphasized similar outcomes about the automobile's effects on
African-American daily life.' Contcmporary sociologists such as
Melvin P. Sikes and .Joe Faegin have noted the negative eflccts of
using the automobile to travel in public," Historians .James J.
Flink and .John B, Rae condense African-American mobility into
a few paragraphs in larger narratives. In The Amcrieall

Alilol/lo!Jile and The Road alld Ihe Car in Americall Lili' Rae
classified all car culture participants as Americans, avoiding
distinctions of race.' Flink noted the presence or Afi'ican~
Americans as workers in Ford plants and the phenomenon of
"'white flight," but still relegated African-Americans to only a
rew paragraphs in his book, The AI/lericall Alilomohi/e. In her
2004 essay. "'The Open Road: Automobility and Racial Uplift in
the Interwar Years," historian Kathleen Franz provided a valuable
study of the relationship of fi'eedom and machine leading up to
World War 11.' But it was postwar America that witnessed the
apex or car culture. Given Franz's important assertions that a
rocus on material culture can help broaden the study of the black
middle class. and that technological artifacts can highlight the
importance of technological skill and knowled~e in lar~e
arguments about racial progress, the period of 1945-1965, whi:h
witnessed a spread or automobility to the raciallv diverse
American working class. is essential for understandin~ race and
the automobile." Ultimately, articles and observati~)J]s about
;\ li'ican-Americans and the automobile com[1ose a mosaic:
Sugme correctly asserts that a comprehensive historv or blacks
and the automobile has yet to be written. T~l write a
com[1rehensive history, the actions of the black middle-class and
their consequences have to be acknowledged and considered.

Ehony lIlItl the Automobile

The 20th century witnessed America \ entrance into the
modern age and the creation of mass society. Carolyn Kitch, in
Pages jimll Ihe Pasl: Hislor\" alld Memo!:" ill :lmericall

A/aga::.illes, argues that journalists played a special role in a
society of mass communication, and, "'increasingly [took] on the
role of public historians, supplementing the communicative and
educational role in American society of institutions such as
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museums, archives, historical tourism sites, and war
memorials."'" As a result, social historians have a cache of
sources. "People profiles," group accomplishments, and
photographs provide a wealth of sources that provide a "counter
memory" Counter memory documcnts the past, challenges
public memory, and allows historians to weave a set of
seemingly isolated events into a comprehensive narrative.
George Lipsitz in Time Passages: Collective Memorr and
American Pop ClIlfllre explains, "it starts with the particular and
the specific and then builds outward towards a total story"" A
broad set of local experiences builds a total, universal
experience. Photographs branded images into the American
consciousness, provided famous images and depictions of a
social history, and called for more historical inquiry. "Pictures
constitute political statements simply because their very
ordinariness contradicts stereotypes."" Photojournal ism
historian Maren Stange observed of the photos in Ehonr, "The
pictures ... reproduce iconic blackness articulated to equally
naturalized and sanctioned symbols of class respectability,
achievements, and American national identity"" Successful
people arc olten pictured next to their cars. Photographs also
transport blacks into ordinarily white settings. The vacation.
oltcn rcmembered as an activity of \vhite families, is a
ubiquitous ritual in !:"honr. and the automobile is the most
recommended method of transportation." The emphasis in
profiles and photographs on ordinary people. form a vital
depository of material for the social historian. "Ordinary people
testify to the presence of Afi"ican-Americans in the country's
social life its national identity--as well as political life.""

In 1945, John H. Johnson pawned his mother's furniture
fill' $500 and created Fholll' to capture the positive aspects of
African-American middle class life. a world of joys, kicks, and
darkness. F;honr documents the automobility of the black middle
class as a positive experience and that automobility has a
prolillll1d and complex impact on social and cultural history. It
depicts business owners and entrepreneurs using automobiles in
thcir daily operations, celebrities "rolling up'" at night clubs in
Ilariem. students driving to college. farmers increasing
productivity. competitors racing to victories. inventors making
technological contributions to the automobile. f~lmilies taking
\acations to Calilill"llia. and civil rights activists galvanizing
communities. These images invoke the aspirations of the
American experIence freedom. speed. individualism.
restlessness. and progress. African-Americans indulged in
postwar l'()\lsumerism and in the process achieved automobility.
Thl' autonHlbility of a minority fhlstrated and antagonized Jim
(·row. Black consumerism and mobility. as documented by the
writers and photographers of D)olll·. constituted a threat to white
hegemony The social and cultural documentation has the
potential to provide new historical insights on the causes of
desegregation. the ideas of integration and segregation, and the
impetus behind the civil rights movemenl.

As the movement transformed American politics, it also
transfiJrll1ed Eholll·. By 1964 the magazine became politicized
as an advocate for African-American gains. Kitch noted that
"Gloria Myers and A. V Margavio found that during the 1950s
the magazine displayed minimal interest in black history. and
that it was during the 1960s and 1970s that racial group

identification shined from individualism and toward
commonality.'"'" Into the 1950s and early 1960s Ehonr did not
focus on the civil rights movemenl. Ilistorian Roland E.
Wolseley observed in 1971, "With the rise of black militancy ...
I:'honr has become more outspoken on behalf of quicker
improvements In the living conditions. educational
opportunities. and vocational acceptance of blacks.'"' The
automobile moved li'om a vehicle of utility to a vehicle fill' the
civil rights movemenl. Fhollr began capturing the drama of the
movement at the end of 1964. UJlIIlI" tells a different story of
automobility than academics who have concentrated on the
negative effects of automobil ily on race.

Race ami the Automobile ill the .fa,;::. Age

In "Driving While Black.'" Paul (iilroy observed. "African-
Americans were in on the automobile revolution from its
inception.'"" Considering the magnitude and depth of social
change brought by automobility. Gilroy's observation is obvious.
As early as 1910. the bnHlllS boxer Jack Johnson challenged the
top white racer Barney Oldfield to a public contesl. Johnson lost
dramatically. but the statement was poignant: blacks would usc
automobiles to challenge white hegemony. Challenges were not
just acts of sport; mobility also provi,kd impetus fill' litigation to
desegregate hotels. "As thl' car beclme part of everyday lil"c. the
black clite launched a series of legal dlallenges to discrimination
on the road.""] An article l'ntitled. "Iligh-I'owered ('aI's a
Tradition in Negro ("lIl1munity:' harh'ned back to Afriean-
Americans and the cars they drove dllring Aml'rica's thrust into
modernity: "high-powered autonHlbiles hale been mainly mvned
by members of the sports. night lili.'. and theatrical world. \\ IHl
have put big showy cars of domestic and lill"Cign make on the
avenues of Ilariem. (·hicago. and Los Angeles."'" The upper
class was composed of entertainers. athletes. and other
celebrities. The article I"catured black celebrities such :lS Jack
Johnson. Sugar Ray Robinson. and actress Vandalia Snow. With
his wealth Jack Johnson Iwt only raced cars. but eruised
downtown ('hicago in an "immensl' IApperson] Jack R<lbbil.
painted a brilliant Rooster Red;" The article also claimed th:lt
among African-Americans. "Rolls-Royce owners \\ere not
uncommon during the I \)20s.· .. · The automobile \\:IS :1

showpiece lill' upper-class 1\ li·ican-Amerieans. :111object to
worship and la\ish money upon. The autonwbile also LTe:llL'd
poetic motion. "Motor \l'hil'les werl' public ciphers of l'ek-brit\
:lIld black musicians and l'ntertainers in particular apprl'l'ialL'd
the pOl,tic possibilities that cars LTeated.'" Dllring the pl,rt\,d
dubbed the "Ja/! Age'" and heralded as the "I Lirlem
Renaissance." upper-class African-Americans denHlnstralL'd
success with automobiles. This trl'nd would continue into the
rock-and-roll. rap and hip-hop cultures later in the 20th century.

The 1920s marked both the Ilariem Renaissance and the
genesis of an Ali'ican-American middle class. but it also marked
the rise of the Ku Klux Klan. While the automobile olTered
individuali/ed transportation away from Jim Crow. the specter of
racism lingered. Whites created an ideology that blacks were
technologically ineompclent. and in need of white supervision.
"Tourist narratives. popular fiction, post cards. and automobile
advertising all perpcluated minstrel images of blacks as lazy.
boastful, and technologically backward ...·, African-Americans

.11//olI/o/irc Ilisfol"l' !?cric\\'



traveled, but the automobile had to become a moving house.
Geographer Karl RaiL~ argues:

Black pcoplL- kncw that in traveling long distances they
would nol be served al many roadside establishments. so
they prepared accordingly. ('ertainly the personal freedom to
engage the roadside via automobilL- did not apply to ,AJrican
Americans. and perhaps other minorities. in parts of the
nalion whether north or south.

Sugrue observes. "Ali'ican-American travelers regularly
carried buckets or portable toilets in their car trunks because
service station bathrooms and roadside rest areas were usually
closed to them ...·'·They "worried incessantly about breakdowns
and flat tires that could leave them stranded at the mercy of
bigots," wrote Brent Staples of his discussion with historian Dr.
John Ilope Franklin, who said "Your took your life into your
hands every time you went out on the road."" Even the roadside
tlltomobile camps were racially exclusive. but "the car still
providcd southern blacks a way to subvert Jim Crow ... ·'
Beginning in the 1930s travelers began to publish pamphlets and
guides for non-discriminatory travel. The demand for
vacationing produced a supply of experiences provided by
Ali'iean-Ameriean entrepreneurs. By the 1940s and into the
1950s. Fhoill' published vacation guides that developed an
"ovcrground" railroad: a network of information that
strategically advertised locations of non-discrimination to aid
!\1i'iean-Aml'riean travelers. "The automobile offered blacks an
escape from the Jim Crow segregation they encountered in trains
and street cars ... ··' An increased mobility enabled by the
automobile allowed escape li'om the local pressures of racism
and segregation. The automobile transported youths away from
parents. sinners away li'om saints, rich away from poor, and
importantly, blacks away li'om whites.

Class allli the Automobile

In his !93() .1 I'rc/i/lc fiJI' I'casalllr\'.' a llt/c of Tim Black
Bclt (·Ollllticl. sociologist Arthur Raper suggested that the
automobile enabled tenant !;trtl1ers in Georgia to attain an
unprecedented level of racial equality and socio-economic
status. '" He claimed the automobile provided "the mechanieal
means for greater degree of self-direction and self-expression.""
It "could transport rural blacks many miles away from the
restrictions and white scrutiny of their local communities, and
on the way they were usually subject only to the same
regulations that applied to whites."" The automobile enabled an
escape for both middle-class urban and rural blacks. A business
class also began to offer chauffeuring and jitney services. The
automobile denoted middle class status, a utility for economic
uplift, and a machine fin night from racism.

For lower-class AII'ican-Americans automobility and the
construction of roads provided an ambivalent experience of
segregation. labor on the assembly line, and institutional racism.
The spatial effects madc the automobile a necessity for
ceonomic life and created new layers of segregation." Flink
observed "'n the black ghctto of Inkster. Michigan, adjacent to
lily-whitc Dearborn, a bastion of the Ku Klux Klan, [Ilenry ]
Ford set up a gigantic plantation for his black workers .... He
paid them only $1 a day in cash of the $4 wages. the remaining
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$3 in food and clothing from a public commissary."" Flink also
noted that Ford was a hero to black workers." Sugrue argues:
"Because blacks were more likely to be poor than whites ... they
wcre less likely to bc able to afford new cars and for the most
part of the twentieth century they had difficulties getting car
loans and paid more for insurance because of discriminatory
attitudes of bankers and actuaries."'" The lower class lived in
inner cities segregated by highways and congested by
automobiles.

To middle-class blacks, the upper class' infatuation with
the motor car took shallow precedence over more substantial
possessions like homes." Desiring to demonstrate to whites their
responsible ownership of technology. blacks during the interwar
period established an auto-citizenship. Franz obscrves
"Automobile ownership provided material evidences that one
segment of the black community had achieved a middle-class
lifestyle."" This professional middle class of doctors, teachers,
ministers, and editors filled the pages of EhollY. These blacks
advocated responsible use of technology to demonstrate a
Protestant ethic of frugality. hard work, and commitment to
education. Often this commitment engendered accusations of
acting "white." Franz argued that in the 1920s middle class
blacks mounted a three-pronged campaign for 'auto-citizenship'
to be acknowledged as responsible and progressivc. "They
produced counter images of black drivers as inventive and
respectable; they legally challenged discrimination by auto
insurance companies and hotels; and they created separate
systems of travel that protected the comfort and safety of
motorists."'" Ehony produced counter images, reported on
litigation, and published copious travel guides. When America
entered the age of Ford, the automobile was considered a
"white" machine. But through education, bourgeois morality.
wealth, and technology African-Americans demonstrated
responsible and progressive lives. Automobility played an
important role for racial uplift; it also created color and class
conflicts.

TheAutomobile ill "Catch Up"America

John H. Johnson founded his magazine in the context of
"catch up" America. For white Americans it was a chance to
"catch up" after depression and war, but for African-Americans
it was time for "catch up" after slavery and segregation. Home-
ownership and thc ubiquity of new technology revealed an
emerging racial minority of consumers. In 1945 the home stood
as the first symbol of the new middle class status.'" While the
home and the car were intricately linked, photographs and
articles focused on the home. Among this, the automobile made
a subtle entrance into EhollY. In the late 1940s the automobile
only appeared in advertisements for other products." The
automobile was first featured centrally in a cartoon with the
caption, "always bragging about the big car the boss would let
you use some night."" It depicted an excited African-American
ready to borrow his white boss's car.

Even if it was the white boss's car, postwar America had
become a different country for African-Americans. The mobility
and consumerism of African-Americans demonstrated change
and so did the actions of the government. Historian Fath David
Ruffin notes, "World War II was the first time that an African-
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American was portrayed as a hero by the United States
Government."" In Ehony the automobile's depiction played a
key role in demonstrating African-Amcrican heroism and
challenging segregation. The magazine portrayed athletes,
cntertainers, and veterans as heroes, with cars as a pivotal
accoutrement. The April 194R edition featured famous track
athlete Jesse Owens riding in a convertible after winning at
Hitler's 1936 Olympics."" In a 1947 article entitled "Amputee
Auto," a paralyzed African-American veteran, Willis Douglas,
received a "customized 1946 Ford cquipped with hand-operated
brakes, clutch and accelerator" from thc state government of
New York." The auto was central to his postwar recovery: "His
auto, for which he applied a year ago, is one of the final steps in
his rehabilitation as an ordinary citizen.""" An African-American
veteran received a car from the government, and with its therapy
became a "regular citizen." The automobile was linked directly
with citizenship. It enhanced status and was an appendage to
heroism.

Articles in immediate postwar Ehony magazines featured
celebrities such as Joe Louis who drove his 1949 Cadillac to
escapc the daily grind: "Night driving at high speeds is Joe's
weakness .... Ill' gets into his car and races along the highways
for hours.""' Articles emphasized the mobility of celebrities.
Lionel Hampton traversed America with an "entourage of 1949
Cadillacs, along with buses and trucks to carry instruments
around the nation."" Singer Hazel Scott and her husband
traveled to performances in a 1949 Chrysler Town and Country
convertible in defiance of Jim Crow."" The automobile became a
showpiece of American success. At the same time the African-
American middle class uscd the automobile to access education,
raise families, and provide services. It became economically
essential to the budding middle class. A July 1947 article
leatured a cartoonist whose "station wagon and coupe arc both
Buicks."'" The pages arc filled with mobile college students, a
traveling doctor, and a chicken hlrmer with a truck. An article on
a modern cowboy notes, "the Packard Clipper is depended upon
by Silas to cover large distances on the ranch, although he uses
his horse for local work, he doesn't coddle the car, but drives
right out to wildest corners of his holdings.'''' The automobile
was a manifestation of economic success. and evidence of
Ali'ican-Americans now living the "American" Iile.

The Autol1/obile: COI1.ml1/erisl1/ amI Freedol1/

A fter World War II, A li'ican-Americans had become
highly mobile, using planes, trains, buses, cars, and even
motorcycles to traverse the United States and abroad.
Domestically, black vacationers traveled to California. The West
had an enticing aura of racial equality and contrasted with the
racism of the rural South and urban North. As an article in May
194X stated, "to greet Negro visitors the sunshine state will oller
a host of new facilities and resorts, many open to colored
vacationists [sic] for the first time because of wartime
exigencies."" The war-time boom wages along with
opportunities to travel via rail, air, or car made the late I940s an
ideal time to vacation. The May 194X edition of I:'hony advised
that the "auto is the best way to travel in the west."" It offers the
traveler autonomous control in locating non-discriminatory
businesses. The article advises, "For negroes anxious to avoid
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Jim Crow, an auto is ideal especially now that Los Angeles has
its first big negro-owned motor court.""

Vacationing required a public network and also fostercd a
market response for black travclers. In the late 1940s the ma-
jority of black consumers had their needs met by black
businesses. One way to challenge segregation was a nascent
African-American free market. The domestic market even
exerted its strength abroad as A frican-Americans traveled
outside the United States to Jamaica, Ilaiti, and the Dominican
Republic." In the summer of 194X Ilaiti was lCatured because of
"its cool mountain air. its rich racial traditions, its gaiety as a
playground, its free and equal treatment of all and the amazingly
low vacation rates."'" African-Americans were tr'l\eling
domestically and abroad, demonstrating the potency of newly
attained disposable income. A 1955 article observed, "Until the
end of World War IL ICw white motel operators were willing to
accept Negro Patronage. In recent years, however,
discrimination against the naturally colored traveler has declined
noticeably along the highways.'" Ilowever, the racial ambiguity
of the road experience continued: "[':ncouraging though the
motel picture is, travel accommodations for colored people arc
still too ICw and too scattered. In 1955 3.500 white motcls
would put up dogs. but less Isic I than 50 unhesitatingly said they
would house Negroes."" IJ,o/l1' still sent the mass-marketed
"overground" railroad biannually to its consumers across the
United States.

The automobile also formed an integral part of 1950s
minority youth cultures. A December Il)50 article entitled "Sex
in Iligh School" blamed the automobile for a change in morality
among black teens. Allegedly, the automobile shifted eourting
rituals li'OI11the parlor to the backseat. breaking down morals:
"since the coming of the automobile youths of 11Igh school ha\ e
had more and more freedom to be alone. completely olf tll
themselves on 'car dateS: usually arranged in some half-hiddL'n
spot on the edge of town and it is simply taken ril!' granted that
'necking' or 'petting' will automatically be part of the eVL'nings
activities."'" This spawned a later article that asked, '"I low moral
are our COLDS"." ami I:'ho/ll' provided the statistic that J 1
percent of girls have their first sexual experience In autos.
Ali'ican-Americans ICIt the pangs of the American youth culture:
lover's lane was a Illln-discriminatory location. The angst of thL'
Il)50s youth culture was not just for white families, but the
article claimed that. "white schools have even more trouble.""

The first car on the COVLTof IJ,o/l1' appeared in March llf
1950. It lCatured Ilcrb .lelhies 11\ a convert ible, beckoning readers
to ride with him,"- In the 1950s the magazine would become a
major medium of advertisement to the burgeoning Ali'ican-
American middle class. It exploited a growing number of
Ali'ican-Americans as consumers and producers involved in a
mobile economy. White-managed corporations realized the
reality of an economically powerful class of Ali·jcan-Americans.
and began to fill the pages with advertisements. Even in the I~lce
of criticism, John II. Johnson used major white-managed
corporations to genLTate revenue for the magazine. RUffins notes:

Johnson was brilliant to point to a major market advertisers
had not yet sccn: thc black middle class. By identifying
Afro-Americans with disposable incomcs, nationwide .
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Johnson shrewdly perceived that he could fund his

publication by going to major advertisers such as Pepsi-

Cola, Xerox, General Motors, and American Telephone and

Telegraph to suggest that they spend millions of dollars in

ach'ertising.'"

Johnson even created two promotional movies to market the
black middle class to white corporations entitled There \. Gold in
YOllrBackmrd and the Secret o(Selling the Negro.'" In 1955 on
its tenth anniversary, Eho!l\' claimed that "the income of the
negro consumer leaped skyward 192 percent with a third of the
negro population earning between $2,000 and $3,000 a year.""5
The numbers and their interpretations can be debated, but Ehony
\iewed consumerism as freedom. Full page advertisements
began appearing for Motorola televisions, Quaker oatmeal,
Budweiser beer and Ilunter whiskey. The automobile made
subtle appearances in advertisements as an appendage to other
products, notably Budweiser. African-Americans continued to
ake vacations to resorts, consume, and enjoy pleasure driving,

responding to the call of Ilerb Jefferies.

The Automobile Economy

African-Americans did not benefit from the automobile
simply as consumers or vacationers, but also as business owners.
The automobile expanded A frican-American businesses beyond
the mortician and rare resort owner. An article of July 1950,
proclaimed a '"Revolution in Mississippi." After the revolution:
"Negroes are now operating banks, service stations, grocery
stores, restaurants, taxicab companies, laundries, and dry-
cleaning establishments.""" The cause of this "revolution"
rematl1s unclear, but in its aftermath, blacks owned
transportation industries such as taxicab companies, serviced
cars and gas stations that provided gas.") This "revolution" did
not take place merely in the rural South. In California, two ex-
Gis working their way through college owned and operated a
five-pump gas station near the University of Southern
California, ideally placed next to a school with "20,000 students
owning 9,000 cars." (Fig. I )'" "The partners operate a 75-car
parking lot behind the station which is crammed when the
Coliseum is in use.""" African-American business owners
provided services to both whites and blacks. The free market and
mobility transpiring in postwar America defied Jim Crow and
enriched a growing black middle class.

African-Americans worked in automobile plants as
laborers on the assembly Iine, but direct economic gains from
the production and consumption of the automobile did not stop
at the assembly line. In Detroit, Edward Davis founded a car
franchise that, "accounts for 500 auto sales in Detroit annually
... and is valued at more than $200,000.")" The article noted he
has 60 percent white clients. A 1958 article featured Eddie
Mason, allegedly the "nations [sic] top Negro car dealer.")\
Mason employed an all-black staff and owned a gas station and
a parking lot large enough to fit I00 cars. "In 1957 he sold over
I ,800 new and used cars, principally Oldsmobiles and
Cadillacs."" Black dealerships sold at least partially to a black
clientele. A November 1950 article featured an owner of a cab
company with 13 cars and 35 drivers." Historically, blacks
worked as chauffeurs and owned jitney services, but by the
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Fig. I - 1954: Rolland "Speedy" Curlis and Sterling Wallace.
owners ora gas station just ofr Universily o(Southern California :\.

campus. "Studenls Run California Gas Slation."
Ebony. March 1952. p. 85.

1950s they were actively involved in retailing. The dealership
business remained the most lucrative and successful for African-
Americans. Sugrue observed, "In the post-1960s years, car
dealerships became an important vehicle for black upward
mobility: by 1987, 53 of the top 100 black-owned companies in
the United States were also dealerships."n

Beginning in the mid-1950s the first five pages of Ehony
contained a section entitled "Speaking of People," which noted
successful African-Americans in businesses. African-
Americans were involved in every stage of the retail of new
automobiles. Thelma Greene became a car saleswoman at a
Cadillac dealership in Birmingham, Alabama75 James L.
Greene became the top salesman at Drexel Chevrolet in
Chicago, selling an average of 200 cars annually.)" Blacks were
also employed by burgeoning governments at every level to deal
with the regulation of automobiles. The Los Angeles police
department hired African-Americans as photographers of
violent car crashes.)) Kansas City hired a black city license
inspector,lX and an African-American was hired as a highway
postal foreman.)"

Technology and the Automobile

African-Americans also contributed to improvements tI1
automotive technology. An engineer at U.S. Thermo-Control,
Frederick Jones, invented the first unit to refrigerate big trucks,
and a self-starting gasoline motor."1 Los Angeles Mechanic
Frank Mann, "fashions flashy, chrome-lined luxury cars with
hopped up motors which sell to Hollywood movie personalities
and Beverly Hills businessmen from $3,500 to $7,500."" The
article also noted, "Other Mann creations are regularly featured
in major auto shows across the nation."" Stock car racer Wilbur
Gaines invented the roll bar.'J He was inspired by the following
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Into the 1950s and through the
1960s African-Americans not only
handled automobiles responsibly and
provided technological advancement,
but also raced them to victories. Racing
and winning accomplished four things.
First, a racing victory represented a
racial victory. Second, it challenged the
racially-exclusive policies of various
automobile associations. Third, it proved
blacks were willing to compete in
dangerous sports, an American pastime.
Fourth, it demonstrated use of tech-
nology under pressure. In a 1948 article,
a midget named Mel Leighton was a top
money winner on a track in Los Angeles.
lie became "a familiar figure to the
average 10,000 race crowd that followed,
the year-round Western circuit. Leighton
relies on mechanical skill and, 'engine
secrets,' to get as much as 134 mph out
of his Riley motor mounted on a Model
Ford B. Block [sic]."" The only thing
that stopped Mel Leighton from
competing professionally was the
American Automobile Association's
(AAA) ban on non-Caucasian partici-
pants. Significantly, the article featured
a statement by the commissioner of the
AAA who said, "To date the position of the AAA has been, 'New
drivers must pass a driver's test before a license will be issued to
them. If and when Mr. Leighton files an application, he will
receive the same consideration as any other application' ."XX

Leighton goes on to brag that, "When 1 pull into small towns ...
and the local Georgia Crackers ask me who the racer belongs to.
... 1 watch their mouths drop when 1 tell them the racer's

injuries: "collar bone broken twice,
severe burns on hands and chest ... right
leg fractured, left arm broken, and
numerous other bruises and lacera-
tions."'· A machinist at the Philadelphia
Navy Yard designed and patented an
automobile seat-bed.'s A paralyzed man
in Memphis created a "jerry-built,
muscle mobile" composed of, "cast-off
plumbing pipes and salvaged auto
parts."'" A midget businessman even
manipulated his vehicle to adjust the
height difference. African-Americans
tinkered with, and improved, the
quintessential American invention.

Racing to Victory

mine."X9

Fig. 2 - Marty Payne inspects the winning car o/the 1940 Mo!Jil Economy RUII.
"Teen Age Racer Sets precedellt." Ebony. Mm' 1965.

Fig. 3 - Martv Pavne as he nears thefinish line. ill the 1965 Mo!Jil Econo/lll' Run.
"Teen Age Racer Sets precedent," Ebony. Mal' 1965.

housewives, ... post-office workers, cab drivers, mechanics,
deliverymen, and at least five deputy sheriffs."'''l One member
articulated the freedom offered by the motorcycle:

People think we're crazy, that we're daredevils that
motorcycling is dangerous. . motorcycles give a feeling
that's di fferent. You cover a lot of territory, enjoy the scenery
more, smell the air and feel the breeze. You will never go
back to a car.'''

In 1949 a group of African-Americans formed a
motorcyclist club called the "Flying Falcons" to circumvent the
American Motorcycle Association and to experience a certain
freedom not offered by cars. The group was composed of "two
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In 1955, Stock Car Racer Wilbur Gaines, age 63, was the, "only
colored driver in the sport of stock racing.''''' A 1957 article
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featured a Los Angeles housewife, Laruth Bostie, who raced an
Austin-Healey 100-6 in various Sports Car competitions in
California. "Laruth got into sports car racing through the
Women's Sports Car Club of Los Angeles after she becomes the
group's first Negro member in 1956."'" By 1955 the bans on
African-Americans to race automobiles had been lifted. In 1965,
17-year-old Marty Payne placed third in the Mobil Economy
Run, a transcontinental contest of fuel economy (Fig. 2). Upon
finishing Marty said, "I knew I had to be among the leaders at
the finish, so much depended on it. By being the first Negro ever
to be selected to drive in the run, I realized my showing would
have some bearing on future Negroes being chosen to drive."
(Fig. 3)"4 In 1966, Wendell Scott became the first African-
American in NASCAR. He acknowledged racing as a difficult
technical and mental endeavor: "It takes a great deal to succeed.
A stock car racer has to have ski II, common sense, a knowledge
of his car, and a whole lot of guts." (Fig. 4)''' After a difficult
career that included being deprived of a first place win because
of his skin color and tlipping his car over, he finished ninth in
the "World 600" in Charlotte, N.C. "Afterwards he was mobbed
by fans seeking his autograph. In the Deep South, it was one of
the highest compliments that a Negro could receive.''''''
Motorcycle racers Milton Hall and Emmett Mickle competed in
nationally sanctioned events.'" Mickle raced "drag meets," and is
photographed with 45 trophies he had won from won 20 major
events over half and quarter-mile courses in just two years of
racing."" The article exclaimed, "Racial Barriers drop as new
stars entered hazardous sport.'''''' Racing involved technological
knowledge and application-privileges that were not simply
limited to whites. Racing is an American pastime and, as
African-Americans participated and won, they proved their
ability to handle, manipulate, and excel with technology.

The Automobile as White Machine: Advertisement and Reality

From 1953 to 1965 automobile advertisements in Ehony
featured white models: men, women, and families. Readers saw
this blatant juxtaposition. What message did these contradictions
send readers? Analyst David Berkman, in a 1965 comparative
study of Eho/ll" and Lite, observed:

A commonly hcld bclicf about the Ncgro is that the one
symbol of middlc-class status to which hc aspircs above all
else is thc posscssion of an automobilc. Apparently,
however, Detroit does not seem to feel that to whatever
degree these aspirations do exist, they translate themselves
into sales-at least insofar as new cars arc concerned. 'I>I>

Berkman concluded that, "advertising in negro publications
such as Ebo/lY now, and for some time [in the future] will
continue to reflect the socio-economic dichotomy which exists
between the reality of the Negro's existence and the status to
which he aspires."'I>'

Substantial evidence showed that middle-class A frican-
Americans purchased cars as frequently as whites and even
purchased more expensive models. Fred C. Akers, in a 1968
market study Negro and While AUlomohile-Buying Behavior:
New Evidence, analyzed 300 African-American car-owning
families in the Chicago area. He concluded, "Negroes in this
study tended to own higher priced models regardless of make
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Fig. 4 ~ Thefirsl A/rican-American NASCAR race/~
Wendell Scolf. "Slock Car Racer reaches Big-lime,"

Ebony, May J 966, P 62.

and automobiles with more cylinders than comparable income
white families."'o, Because African-Americans purchased more
expensive models and makes, Akers argued automobiles were
more important to blacks than whites.'o.' Akers hypothesized:

A possible explanation for the Negroes [sic] greater
personal involvement in automobile ownership is that a
private car offers an escape from Jim Crowism ... A negro
among strangers in public transportation is immediately
recognized and stereotyped .... However, in his community
and work groups, the Negro is known and accepted as a
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item and as a machine that
physically posed a challenge to
white hegemony. The "Cadillac
Complex" is explained as an effort
to match whites in status at any
cost: "Negroes will scrimp on
many things to be able to buy the
things in life which are most
evident to their fellow man, the
things [by] which people judge
one's status in the world of
today.""1X The "Cadillac Complex"
defined equality in terms of
automobile ownership. Whereas
Jim Crow laws necessitated that
thc finest whiskey bc drunk at
homc rather than at the club, the
car as a pcrsonalized transportation
devicc bccamc an ostcntatious
display that could not oppressed in
totality. Automobile ownership
frustrated segregationists. As an
open, public utility, roads could
not be segregated. The article
ended with the declaration that, "to
deny the pleasure of driving a
Cadillac to Negro well-to-do ... is
as ill-advised and illogical as
demanding white millionaires," to
surrender their estates to the
unemployed. Ii''I

The mystique of the Cadillac
developed further because of its role
in funerals. When Texas finan-
cier William "Gooseneck Bill"

McDonald, allegedly the world's richest Negro, died in 1950,
"Cadillac followed Cadillac in his two and half mile long burial
procession.""1l In 1953 Ebony claimed that "Negro undertakers
spend more annually to provide plush cars for families to ride in to
cemeteries than on caskets for the dead.'"II The aliicle claimed that
undertakers did a gross business of$120 million a year as the result
of 150,000 Negro funerals.'" Morticians often became the
wealthiest individuals in African-American communities.
Sociologist E. Franklin Frazier in his 1957 polemic, Black
Bourgeoisie, linked, "Why Negroes Buy Cadillacs," with funerals:

Fig. 5 - SNCC organizers, like the one above, used cars and radios 10 organize
Iheir movemenl. "Rebels with a Cause," Ebony, Jul)! 1965.

person ... the automobile bridges the gap between the two
places and gives the Negro individual identity.'"'

Paul Gilroy observed, "African-Americans currently spend some
45 billion dollars on cars and related products and services and
... they are 30% of the automotive public, although they are
12% of the population.""1S

Cadillacs: Style and Interpretation

A portion of African-Americans achieved automobility
with style. In the 1950s the Cadillac assumed a mystical place in
African-American car culture. It was linked with celebrities like
Sugar Ray Robinson, who "excited the car-conscious world with
a wild tutti-frutti-colored 'fish tail' Cadillac he took to Paris to
run up and down the Champs-Elysees.",o6 Articles and captions
mentioned the Cadillac explicitly, highlighting the car as a
profound statement. In September 1949 an editorial entitled,
"Why Negroes buy Cadillacs," was published to address the
Cadillac phenomenon. It was both a declaration of property
ownership and an explanation of the "Cadillac Complex." Ebony
declared the Cadillac, "a weapon in the war for racial equality
... and a substantial symbol for many a Negro that he is as good
as any white man."107 The Cadillac was interpreted as a luxury
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It appears ... Negroes insist upon having Cadillacs for the
funerals of their relatives. Their desire in regard to Cadillacs
seems to be a reasonable demand in the light of the editorial
which appeared in Ebony, September, 1949 entitled, "Why
Negroes Buy Cadillacs," it was stated that wealthy negroes
should not be criticized any more for buying Cadillacs while
the masses of Negroes live in slums than well-to-do whites
who buy Cadillacs when numerous whites are
unemployed.' "

Frazier argued that the Cadillac was the physical manifestation
of the nascent black bourgeoisie that has, "accepted
unconditionally the values of the white bourgeois world; its
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morals and its cannons lsicJ of respectability, its standards of
beauty and consumption."'" Even an African-American
intellectual reinforces the ideology that the automobile is white
property. To Fr,vier, the Cadillac was not a bold statement of
equality and a weapon to change perceptions, it was a white
machine. Yet, in the popular mind it remained a machine to be
atlained. Dizzy (iillespie, in a 1l)(15 parody of "Swing Low,
Sweet Chariot" wrote "Swing Low, Sweet Cadillac" about the
F1dorado and its usc in funerals:

,\\I'illg {ml', SII'<'''I ('({{Ii//ac,

('O/l/ill '/01' 10 Ca!'lT /1/" IIIIII/(',

SII'illg {Oil', SII'''''/ ('adi//ac'

('O/l/ill '/01' 10 CiII.,.!' II/(' Ii 0/1/".

//ook"d 0\'('1' .Ion/all, alld I!hal did Is",,:'

( 'oll/ill '101' 10 ca}.,.!' /1/" lioll/",

Oli, all Fldomdo, ('oil/iII' a/i"I' 11/"

('o/l/ill '.101' /0 ,'a!'lT II/(' IlIIlIw ",

In the 1950s African-Americans consumed to achieve equality.
Into the I960s, the automobile made a more lI-cquent

appearance in picture and articles than advertisements, "" There is
a curious omission li'om the advertisements in I:'holll': until 1965
General Motors never advertised the Cadillac. The Cadillac while
ubiquitous in photos and articles or I:'holl.l' remained strangely
absent in advertisements. The 1949 editorial suspected that,
"Cadi lIacs arc becoming so commonplace on Lennox Avenue,
South Park way and Central Avenue that rumors arc tloating
around to the elfect that (ieneral Motors is trying to curb sales to
colored customers lest their pri/e of the automobile trade be
labeled as 'a negro car' ."" Clearly the Cadillac was a social
symbol and ingraincd as such in the popular consciousness.
l)mid Berkman cxplains, "Whatever the reason Il)r the Cadillac's
omission li'OI11I:'hon.l', therL' arc those who think that it reflects a
belie!' that if ('adillac WLTe to hLome identiried in lh.' public
mind with any degree or Negro ownership, its prestige would
fall."'" In Akers' study, Arncan-Americans bought more
Cadillacs than whites, and bought them new, not used."" Robert
Sheehan, in "A Cadillac is a Cadillac is a Cadillac," argued it is
not the prestige alone that sells the car, but its quality as a
machine. Cadillacs were built with industrial precision, and
because the production of Cadillacs was done with immense
care, the supply did not meet the demand. Sheehan argues,
"Though GM denies there is anything more to it than that, it
appears to many that Cadillac deliberately encourages the
scarcity,""" I:'ho!l\' describes the machine as a status symbol in the
war against racism and as a statement or consumer equality.
Sheehan has a different interprclation orthe "Cadillac Complex:"

Cadillac Icarncd a long timc ago that thc last thing a
sophisticatcd status scckcr wants to admit is that hc chosc
his car purcly Ill!' thc prcstigc it rcprcscnts. That would givc
thc gamc away. IIe dcsircs, abovc aiL an cconomic
rationale to be able to say stcrnly to his fricnds and
associatcs that thc purchasc rcprcscnts thc bcst damn
imcstmcnt valuc in thc markcL""

The meaning or the Cadillac as a machine remains open to
interpretation, African-American Cadillac ownership even

Sjil'ing lOI)C)

entered the parlance of postwar conservative politics. Sugrue
noted, "By the late 1960s, white, conservative critics of welfare
created a powerful and enduring (even if completely fictional)
image of "welfare queens" who drove Cadillacs black single
mothers who supposedly lived decadent lives off of their
checks."'" General Motors did not even advertise to Afi'ican-
Americans who were eager to own Cadillacs. Sheehan described
the profile of the Cadillac customer of 1968 as "not significantly
diflerent from what it has been in the past. ... I lis median age
is fifty-three, his median annual income $25,000 plus ... sixty
percent of the purchasers hold administrative or professional
positions.""< Sheehan also could have described the customer as
,dIluent and white. EhollY contained images that differed fi'om
the "public image." Hholl.l' aimed to alter the public image.

TheAutomobile llnd Cillil Rights

An editorial in September of 1964 captured an A\i'ican-
American being beaten with a night stick in front of a patrol
ear.'" Local governments and private citizens who wished to
prolong segregation used the automobile as a tool of oppression.
The Watts riots in 1964 erupted because Marquette Frye was
pulled over and beaten by highway patrolmen on an alleged
drinking and driving charge. After being pulled over, Frye
reportedly said, "I even ofrered to walk the rest of the way home
because my father was coming home soon and he could come
get the car."'" The arrest and beating triggered a six-day riot in
which inner city automobiles became part of the carnage. Eholl.l'

captured two flipped and charred cars in the south side district or
Los Angeles."" Metal parts and glass were strewn across the
street.

Major leaders of the civil rights movement were highly
mobile, traversing America by car. Malcolm X was given a
Chevrolet and bragged, "In rive months, I put about 30,000
miles or 'fishing' on that car before I had an accident."'·
Malcolm then began driving an Oldsmobile. Vincent Harding, a
historian who traveled with Martin Luther King, noted that he
traveled by auto from Montgomery to Atlanta to Albany to
Birmingham.'" Major leaders were mobile and visible, and so
were organizations like the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC), Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC), Congress of Raeial Equality (CORE). and
Deacons for Defense and .Iustice (DD.I). The SNCC was
organizing communities in door-to-door campaigns (Fig. 5).
SNCC began by "going fi'om one filthy jail to another, fi'om one
shack to another-and as they moved, singing, their numbers
grew.""') The artiele noted that, "SNCC, has a fleet of radio cars.
The organization has a continual education program j()r stafr
members who learn how to operate radios, business machines.'" ",
The car clearly funetioned as a business machine, a machine that
organized communities bloek-by-block and placed leadership in
the spotlight. The DD.I, a state-chartered organization, possessed
"walkie-talkies for instant eom-munication, a fleet of ever-ready
cars and a membership rumored to inelude a tenth of the Negro
Adult Male population."'" They used their cars to monitor
racists: "When a carload of whites would come in ... one of the
ears would piek it up and follow it through the quarters. Usually
when they knew they were under surveillance, they'd just go on
through and not stop."'" The car mobilized whites and blacks in
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the fight for civil rights. Racists also
used the automobile for surveillance
and intimidation: "Two CORE Field
workers, Bill Yates and Steve Miller,
discovered themselves being fol-
lowed by a car load of whites ... a
police car assigned to protect them
suddenly disappeared ... and the
workers were chased at high speeds
though the Negro area."'3J An article
about the SCLC, 'The Men Behind
Martin Luther King," revealed a
group of highly mobile civil rights
managers. For example, Rev. Fred
Shuttlesworth, the SCLC secretary,
was forced to move his family to
Cincinnati, but still "commuted
almost weekly to Birmingham."1J4
Ebony captured Hosea Williams,
"The General," and SNCC worker
Carl Cox conversing in front of a car
with a mounted television camera
during the march on Birmingham.135

The automobile also brought the
media into the civil rights
movement.

The media captured pivotal
events of the civil rights movement
and the vehicles that empowered the
activists. A "Civil Rights Maverick"
named Julius W. Hobson, a former
small plane pilot in World War 11,
"uses military tactics of deployment
of demonstrators, surprise attacks,
and careful planning."1J6 Yale Law
graduate Marian Wright began a
highly mobile campaign for civil
rights in Mississippi during the
summer of 1966. Her daily routine
included being "in the office, in
court, out 'in the field' visiting
plaintiffs, back in her office for
appointments and then out again for
a round of meetings."']7 Auto-
mobiles were also a vital tool for
mass demonstrations. The auto-
mobile provided impetus for the
march from Brown Chapel Church
in Selma to the Montgomery
Courthouse. Once the marchers
began the 54-mile trek, they were
followed and aided by trucks.'38
"During the march, large tents were
put up by a crew that traveled ahead
in trucks."'J'! Drivers of the supply trucks included a Catholic
priest who distributed orange juice and volunteers who handed
marchers bagged lunches. The marchers used the highway, and
caused massive traffic jams. "On narrow sections of highway,
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Fig. 6 - The so-called 'Sani-Cruiser' was the leading vehicle in the //larch.
Pictured above. it is stuck in the mud. "50.000 March OilMontgo//lerl'." Ebony. MaF /965.

Fig. 7 - On the march to Birmingham this Chevrolet received tacit approval
Fom the state guard and drove past marchers/or two days.

"50.000 March on Montgomerv." Ebony. Mav 1965.

vehicles were sometimes backed up for miles ... marchers
always kept one lane open for traffic."'4/1 The National Guard
brought in jeeps to help protect the marchers. A mobile medical
unit provided aid to faltering marchers. The automobile and
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trucks served as a utility tool for the entire march; bringing
provisions and relief. Ilowever, automobiles also created
logistical problems. The head-quarters vehicle, a large van nick-
named the "San i-Cruiser" became stuck in the mud (Fig. 6).
"Stuck vehicles comprised one of the demonstration's biggest
headaches, consuming vital energy."'" A car with "Dear Old
South" and "Marching Martin Luther ('oon Go Home," which
followed the march for two days, received quiet approval from
the State Guard (Fig. 7). A truck full of white men drove by with
the Confederate flag draped li'om the side. Serious ideologies
battled on the road li'om Selma to Montgomery, and the
automobile was the tool used to propagate these messages.
While few would complete the actual march, interracial
protesters arrived at the rally, "pouring in by train, bus and
plane."'l.' The march li'OI11Selma to Birmingham was not simply
a journey by foot, but rather a mobile citizenry holding a mass
gathering to redress the government. The government could not
control this mobile population.

COl/clusiol/

By the end of the I%Os, a majority of African-American
bmilies owned an automobile. The !:'!>on.l'lIandbook estimated
that, "In 1970, 57 percent of black families owned at least one
car. and Il percent owned two or more automobiles."'~\ The
automobility of Ali'ican-Americans aner World War" alforded
escape from Jim Crow. Not only did the automobile convey
uplift in a symbolic sense, as an individualized transportation
device it provided freedom, individuality, mobility, and
economic opportunity. I:'!>on.l' has provided photographic,
editorial, and documentary evidence of African-Americans
having a positive experience with automobiles. African-
Americans raced, developed, acquired, and sold the automobile.
Ali'ican-American families took vacations, received medical
services, and drove to school in the automobile. The automobile
empowered civil rights activists, creating a participatory
democracy organizing community by community with
automobility. The automobile transformed social interactions
and created opportunities for African-Americans. Scholars such
as Thomas J. Sugrue, Paul (iilroy, John B. Rae, and James J.
Flink have highlighted "driving while black," working in Ford
I~lctories, new layers of spatial segregation, white and black
flight, urban angst and ultimately marked the automobile as a
tool of racism ..

The automobile was a special machine in the pursuit of
freedom. Racist ideologies zealously guarded machines, but
ultimately technology provided liberty and li'eedom beyond
biological constraints. As working women proved in the
I;lctories during both the First and Second World Wars, machines
offered an unmatched egalitarianism. African-American
mobility challenged white legal and social hegemony.
Segregation necessitated that A li'ican-Americans remain static,
created a geographical structure that ensured impoverishment,
and allowed racists easy surveillance of activities. The
automobile transformed absolutely rural and urban landscapes
as well as time and space. The social transformations were too
rapid for politics, although the political decisions were
important. The 1954 Rr()l\'ll t·. Hourd oFt'dl/cUlion and the 1956
Rr()ll'der I'. GU.I'/(' decisions were used by African-Americans to

SjJring ](}()i)

litigate against segregation. Of course, these decisions werc
enlorced with "all deliberate speed." With the automobile,
Afriean-Amcrieans already had an acquired a form of "speed."
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and thc Voting Rights Act of 1%5
were pivotal pieces of legislation, but the political utility of the
automobile enhanced participatory democracy. The politics of
civil rights were catalyzed by mobility that inspired litigation,
media coverage of violencc, racial victories at the race track,
consumerism, and economic gains. While the political decisions
marked fundamental change, the social changes wrought by the
consumer's economic mobility played revolutionary roles.
Clearly civil rights activists believed in a political solution, and
equal protection is paramount in a just society, but in the latter
half of the 20th century, what constituted equality? In American
consumer society of the time, it could be equality of ownership.
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manufacturing regions. TillS coverage provided a unique
oppnrtunity to experience nearly all the (iM brands." Lnuis has
prepared "a liill histnry nr all (iM's li)reign makes" and "is in
search nf a sympathetic publisher."

The sharp-eyed anHlng you wi II note se\eral changes on
the Table of Contents page. Iii/II '/aAIIII.I. !ill'1ller editor of the
SI! I ./ollmal, has become chair or the Publications Committee.
Inrmer SAil president Leroy D. ('ole IS now the contact lill' back
Issues of the Nn'in\': we I\ish /-inl Noc a rull reeovery rrom the
stroke that neeessitated this change. Leroy's address is I'. O. Box
I X,1. (joodrieh, MI 4X4,1X. Finally, the orficial address li)r SAil
has bL'come 17X ('reSCL'nt Road, hlirport, NY 14450, and cor-
respondence should be directed there rather than the previous
address at Gales Ferry, CT.

There'll be a rurther change with Issue No. 52. As has
been noted elsewhere, I am stepping down as editor aller this
issue. My successor is my predecessor, I\i/ hiS/('/', editor of

SWillg :;(J(JC)

Issues Nos. 24-29. There's a pleasing symmetry to that, and the
Rcrin\' will now be in the best of all possible hands.

The 1.1II, years that I have been in this post have been
intcllectually gratifying -and lots of fun. The most significant
changc in those years has been institution (more or less) of a
pecr review process, thanks to the urging of Dal'id L Lc!\'i.l. I\i/
hiS/('/' has been espccially helpful in suggesting rcviewers when
my own imagination failed. I appreciate thc patience and
understanding that successivc officers and board of dircctors
have provided as support since I became cditor in 1995. Our
production tcam, usually Mountain Laurel Press, and printcr,
Arena Press, has been extremely cooperative in insuring a timely
and quality product. Pa/ Chappc!! and Kit have viewed the
proofs through di tlcrent eyes and I've been ever amazed by hO\\
each finds something ditlcrent that the other (and I) have not
noticed. The production, proofing, and printing of the Rn'ic!\'
owes its generally typo-ti-ce content to the ctforts of these li)lks.
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Australia's Own Car Comes of Age:
The 1968 Holden Monaro

Introduction

by Paul Murrell

Until the late 1960s, Australians who bought locally-
manufactured cars were happy to drive whatever they could get
their hands on, and that usually meant homegrown and homely.
After the great excitement in 1948 about "Australia's Own" car,
the prosaic Holden 48-215 (retrospectively known by the
internal designation FX), things settled down to ongoing
mediocrity (Fig. I). There were sedans, then utilities and station
sedans in the Holden range but it was very much a case of
practicality overriding almost any other consideration.

A primitive automatic transmission (the General Motors
Hydramatic four-speed) became optional on Holdens in 1961,
perhaps the first step towards indulgence. With the EJ model of

1963, General Motors-Holden's (GM-H) gave a passing nod to
luxury when it announced the top-of-the-line Premier sedan and
wagon (Fig. 2), but leather seats and a white steering wheel were
only a light frosting on top of a very Plain Jane cake. And then,
like something from another universe, the stunning new Monaro
burst onto the scene in the summer of 1968.'

Finally, a stylish Holden

Australians were astonished. Not only was the Monaro'
Australia's first purely indulgent Holden, its svelte lines had
been designed right there, by Australians, although with
considerable input from GM styling trends from other countries
(notably the Oldsmobile Toronado and the Opel Rekord C

Fig. I - The/irst GM Holden automobile, j 948.

Fig. 2 - The 1963 Holden Premier; Series EJ
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HOLDEN'S FIRST SPORTS MACHINE

MODaro
(ITS

Fig. 3 - The /968-69 Monaro GTS

coupe). It had more elegance and flair than any Australian-
designed car before it, even if the coupe lines compromised head
and legroom. As one awe-struck newspaper reporter put it, this
was Holden's "biggest step since the first FX" a mere 20 years
earlier. Despite an overall length of almost 185 inches (4.7
meters), interior space, especially in the rear seat, was hardly
generous. But if a car looked this good, who cared about
practicalities? Certainly not glamor-deprived Australian motor-
ists. The car was offered in three series: Monaro, Monaro GTS,
and Monaro 327 GTS.

The Monaro grabbed head-lines across the country and had
people flocking into showrooms in numbers never before seen in
Australia and created an excite-ment reminiscent of the furor a
few years earlier in the U.S. with the release of Ford's Mustang.'
Much of this excitement was whipped up by Melbourne, Victoria,
advertising agency George Patterson using hyperbole and high
fashion photography (some of it by now world-renowned Helmut
Newton). "Monaro by Holden" announced the glossy brochure,
"Australia's first sports machine. A new power is loose in the land.
Man seeks excitement by instinct. Monaro GTS supplies it by
design. Holden Monaro GTS. Out to drive you wild." (Fig. 3).
Glamorous young models (a Helmut Newton trademark) put the
finishing touches to the story, with one young model in a hooded
white jumpsuit peering alluringly over her shoulder as she is about
to jump into a Warwick Yellow GTS complete with delete-option
go-fast stripes:

Spring 2009

First, win the media
In line with the huge excitement surrounding the new

coupe, GM-H went all out with its launch to the media5 The
launch was held at the upmarket Chevron Hotel in Surfers
Paradise, Queensland. Journalists were flown in to Coolangatta
on Sunday July 21, 1968 (the sedans and wagons of the HK
range had been released to the press at the Palm Lake Motel,
Melbourne, on January 27, with the coupe utilities appearing in
March 1969). At 3 :05 they were exposed to the Brougham,
Holden's tepid extended-trunk response to Ford's highly
successful extended wheelbase Falcon, the Fairlane. After a
break for afternoon tea at 3:40, the Monaro was unveiled at 4:00.
Next morning, they had the chance to drive the new car around
the 2-mile (3.2 km) Surfers Paradise race circuit (the Brougham
was test driven on a "special course" adjacent to the circuit).

All the cars at the launch were produced at the Elizabeth,
South Australia, plant except for the Queensland press vehicles.
To put some miles on them before the journalists put them
through their paces, they were driven overnight from Elizabeth
to Lang Lang, Victoria, a distance of 500 miles (800 km) where
they then underwent a further journey of 1000-1500 miles
(J 600-2400 km) on the test track to highlight any potential
problems. On Sunday July 21 they were transported after dark
and in strictest secrecy to Surfers Paradise.

Writers for the main motor magazines had been given a
sneak preview at Lang Lang on Monday July 15 to enable them to
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meet deadlines for their September issues. There was a strict
embargo on the press release 01'9 a.m. Monday July 22 (the launch
would have been conducted on Monday July 15, but the
PR Director at GM-H, D. K. Hayward, noted on April 24,
" ... therc is an imp0l1ant motor race meeting at Sydney on Sunday
July 14 which most of the motoring journalists will probably want
to attend therefore this tends to indicate that Monday July 22
would be preferable to Monday July 15 for the prcss
announcement"). Another reason for the choice of date was that the
motoring press had broken the embargo on Ford's XT Falcon and
GM-H. lIolden, with little faith that the Monaro embargo would be
honorcd, actively tried to find a press launch date that would be too
latc for the August issues of the motoring magazines."

The press cars were well equipped with reclining bucket
scats, II-transistor push-button radios, and, standard on the V-R
327 GTS, power steering with the quicker rack, limited slip
differential, 327 cu. in. engine, Dunlop D70 tires, rally wheels,
4-speed transmission and the 3.36 rear axle.

A simple fiJrmula

Iioiden's idea ofturning a family sedan into a sporting coupe
was fundamental in the extreme: stiflen up the suspension, drop in
a big motor and light blue touch paper. On smooth bitumen, the
Monaro rides flat and stable but if there's a bump mid-corner (and
isn't there always'?) the car hops and jiggles alarmingly, attributable
to the primitive rear suspension and light rear end. Adding to the
thrill seeking are the too-tlat bucket seats that do little to hold you
in place as the rear end tlicks and fidgets its way around bumpy
bends. Recline was an option and to operate it you needed to open
the door because thc scats arc so close you couldn't get your hand
down to the lever. Wind noise was extreme, even worse than four-
door I96R-69 HK models.'

HK parenfaKe

Despite having a close family relationship to the HK sedans,
the Monaro shares very few panels: only the dashboard (some
thought it unfortunate) and eight sedan pressings (the underbody,
floorpan, plenum chamber, fl'ont end chassis Y-frame, radiator
side supports, bonnet (hood), decklid assembly and lower back
outer pancl). Impressively, Holden's engineers managed to imbue
the coupe with the same body strength and torsional rigidity as the
sedan, a commendable achievement in a '60s coupe.

The GTS 327 came in for some serious attention to match
its gutsy 327 cu. in. cngine. To complement the American engine
and transmission, the 327 gained a special Salisbury heavy-duty
rcar axle, thicker anti-roll bars, torque rods and other special
equipment. Later, a 5.7-litre 350 cu. in. Chevrolet engine was
available.

Thc 6-cylinder Monaro achieved an impressive 9R percent
local contcnt and even the 327 managed RO percent. The quicker
steering and Opel gearbox as fitted to the GTS I R6S were also
available as options on 11K sedans; in fact, it was possible to
order a Premier that was mechanically almost identical to a
Monaro (iTS.

Distinctive Monaro identification items included four
totally unnecessary vents behind the front wheel arches, a rear
trim strip painted red to simulate a full width taillamp, and fussy
ornate wheel trims.
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It was almost inevitable that the Monaro would win
Wheels Car of the Year award for 196R; what other car in that
year had created such an overwhelming response'?

Announcing the award in January 1969, Wheels reported,
"The Monaro fits the ideal behind the W//('c!.\' COTY award
probably better than any of its predecessors in the six years we have
been running if'. They continue(L "(The Monaro is) a calculated
gamble that is succeeding probably beyond all but the wildest
dreams of its originators. The Monaro was a positive jaw swinger."

Model ('''aIlKes

Somewhere around 1,190 II K (iTS 327 Monaros were
built and these have been retrospectively divided into Series I
(the early cars) and Series 2. The original plan was to build 500
to homologate the car for Bathurst (as was not unusual at the
time, these numbers may have been exaggerated). The Series 2
cars were built with an eye to road usc rather than pure racing
and produced slightly ICwer brake horsepower.'

In 1969, the In~series Monaro made its appearance. It
was slightly fussier and had a more conventional rear design
with real (but plain) taillamps and a black paint-out panel. It also
saw the introduction of new colors Sebring Orange and Metallic
Olive Green. The Monaro gained new V-Rs including the 350 cu.
in. with 50 more horsepower than the 327 and a lot more torque.
The 307 5-litre was replaced by a local .lOR cu. in. engine
(confusingly also known as the 5-litre), a development of the
Australian-developed 253 V-R. An automatic transmission
option was also of'tered with the 350 V-R.

Just as the 327 (iTS cleaned up Ford's XT CiT, the 350
wiped the floor with Ford's XW (iTIIO Super Roos ("H()"
standing for "Ilandling Option"), identified by decals on the
fl'ont lender of a tire-burning wheeled kangaroo. In 1971, the
Monaro was retired as a racing car to make way fiJI' the smaller,
more agile and nimble Torana which, in turn, continued to
humble the best Ford could throw at it.

The final Iloiden modcl based on the II K platform was the
I !(i. The I!(i-series Monaro arrived in .July 1970 with changes in
line with the rest of the 11(i range, and the (iTS suspension
revised for greater comfort, a change made possible because the
Monaro was no longer Holden's racing headliner.

With the advent of the IIQ-series in 1972, the Monaro's
sporting character was even further compromised; the car was
sofieI', smoother, quieter and more rcl'ined but at the expense of
character and fire. As is the way with these things, weight was
up and performance down (the I IQ 350 delivered only 275 hp
(205 kW) compared with the I!(i 350(iTS\ 300 (224 kW) (We
should note, however, that the IIQ was revised more than any
previous new model compared with its predecessor, changing
hom rear leaf springs to coils, and a novel front subframe.
reaching back to the B pillar).

When Holden launched a four-door (iTS, it was a sign
that all wasn't well with the Monaro concept. Coupes have
never been easy to sell in pragmatic Australia and alier the IIQ
(iTS, the model became a low-volume niche-market vehicle.
The pedigree was further diluted by the release of the Monaro
LS, a "Premierized" coupe fitted as standard with the rev-
averse 202 cu. in. (3.3-litre) engine (although it could be
optioned up) coupled to a Trimatic (olien labeled "Traumatic"

:11I/OII/O/;I'e II;s/m'\' Rel';ell'



by long-suffering owners) auto 'box and a pathetic 87 mph (140
km/h) top speed (Fig. 4). The base model HQ GTS was
equipped with the adequate but hardly-thrilling 253 cu. in.
(4.2-litre) V-8.

With the arrival of the HJ-series in October 1974, the
Monaro underwent a heavy-handed restyle that gave it tougher
looks, but the 350 cu. in. V-8 was gone, leaving the Aussie 308
cu. in. as the top-spec engine. The HJ sedans received a new
nose and tail, but the Monaro got short shrift with the new nose
but old tail, leaving it looking like two cars joined in the
middle-an HJ at the front and an HQ behind (Fig. 5).

The end was nigh for the Monaro with the arrival of the
HX range in July 1976. Holden made a cynical attempt to clear
the last of the coupe bodies with the LE (for Limited Edition) by
painting them metallic maroon with maroon velour interior and
loading them up with all the hard-to-move options, including the
already-obsolete 8-track cartridge player. Holden managed to
clear 600 LEs at a hefty $A I 1,000 each in late 1976. But the LE
was to be the last Monaro and the last coupe until the revival of
thc Monaro name in 200 I.

Not called a Monaro (but one in all but name) was the HZ
GTS introduced in October 1977. With RTS (Radial Tuned
Suspension) as fitted to all HZ Holdens, it handled better than
any Monaro before it and stopped better too, with four-wheel
disc brakes.

The Monaro was a true child of the '60s and '70s, big and
bloated outside, cramped and impractical inside ... but every
time you looked at those sublime curves, you forgave it all its
shortcomings. It might have survived if the do-gooders hadn't
come down so hard on self-indulgent high performance cars. But
it wasn't to bc."

Monaros used to be affordable. Now the top line models
are reaching outrageous prices (recent auction results have
exceeded $A 200,000 and cars currently on offer range as high
as $A 350,000 for a matching numbers car down to a basket case
restoration project without engine or transmission for just $A
15,000. There's probably some j[jsti fication since these are and
were groundbreaking cars, although there are lots of better
driving experiences for a lot less money.

Specifications: 1968 Holden Monaro GTS 327
(taken from contemporary road tests and reports)

Production:
Engine:
Transmission:
manual
Bore and stroke:
Compression ratio:
Power:
Torque:
Rear axle ratio:
Tires:
Length:
Width:
Weight:
Wheelbase:
Track fir:
Top speed:
0-60mph:
Standing 14 m:
Fuel consumption:
Fuel tank:

July 1968-May 1969
327cu in (5360cc) V-8
high performance, close ratio four-speed

101.6mm x 82.55mm (88.39mm for 350 cu. in.)
8.75:1
250bhp (186kW) @ 4800rpm
325 Ibltt (440 Nm) @ 3200 rpm
3.08:1 or 3.36:1, 3.55:1; 3.73:1, 4.10:1, 4.55:1
070 x 14 (185 x 14 optional)'O
4.69m 184.8"
1.81 m 71.4"
1498kg (32951bs)
2.82m 111"
1.476 (58.12") (equipped with 6" rims)
210km/h
7.2 secs
15.8 secs
12-20mpg
25 imperial gallons"

Acknowledgement: Thanks to Holden Australia for allowing access to its archive
material in the preparation of this story. The illustrations are from the editor's
collection.

Footnotes

'The first official acknowledgement of the new coupe in
Holden's records appears in the Engineering Technical
Specification Transmittal Letter H.60 of December 18, 1967,
where it is identified as HK80737-GTS Coupe. It is then
mentioned again in Letters H.61 (Jan. 9, 1968) and H.62 (Feb.
14, 1968). Letter H.63 identifies all the new models: HK81469
Brougham Sedan, HK80337 Monaro Coupe, HK80737 Monaro
GTS Coupe and HK80380 Kingswood Coupe Utility. The first
mention of the 327 GTS is in Letter H.64 (May 15, 1968) where
it is identified as HK81837 Monaro G.T.S. '327' Coupe.

\

H.OlIE. MoiARO lS Mo~il'rightint~yOur-world.

Fig. 4 - The /973 Monaro LS.

Spring 2009
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Fig. 5 - The 1975 Monaro GTS.

The new coupe made do without an official name while
discussion raged about what to call it, with about one hundred
possibilities under consideration. With mere months to go before
the new car was released to the public, a decision on a name was
becoming pressing.

'Noel Bedford, a designer on loan to the Styling Department
from Holden's "body drawing office" happened to take a two-
week touring holiday around the Snowy Mountains. When he
and his wife arrived in Cooma, he parked outside the Monaro
County Council offices. He was immediately taken with the
name and despite the locals pronouncing it Mon-air-oh, when he
returned to work, he suggested Mo-nah-ro. A week or so later,
Noel found himself surrounded by a group of senior executives
and his boss suggested the Monaro name to them, adding a brief
summary of its background. There was no fanfare, no "Eureka"
moment. The executives simply said, "Go for it."

'Television was used to announce Australia's most exciting
new car, and supported by an unprecedented advertising
campaign. A spectacular 60-second commercial, entitled
"Whisper on the Wind" was produced with the odd line "Life is
suddenly very Monaro". It reached over 96 percent of
Australians over a two-week intensive campaign. Full page press
ads appeared on August 2, using the line "Holden lets loose a
new power in the land" and full page, full color ads appeared in
general interest, women's and motoring magazines. This was
supported by a saturation five-day radio campaign and, an
expensive innovation in Australia for the time, four color
brochures in dealerships.

"The Monaro GTS also came standard with an alloy-spoked
sports steering wheel, an indispensable accessory in any self-
respecting spOliing car of the time. However, as the brochure coyly
cxplained, "Looks like wood. Feels like wood. Isn't. So it won't
splinter like wood. Standard on GTS. As is full instrumentation."

According to all the internal GM-H memos and
correspondence and the initial Monaro sales brochure, the GTS
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was available in only four colors on release: Bright Blue
Metallic, Warwick Yellow, Silver Mink Metallic and Picardy
Red. At some stage in the production run, Ermine White
certainly and Inca Gold probably werc added to the choice. The
additional colors are partly confirmed by the car featured in
Wheels magazine's report on its extendcd 6-month road test of a
Monaro GTS 5-litre V8 in May 1969 (making the car a
December 1968 delivery). This car was white with black rally
stripes and, oddly, a standard H K steering wheel in place of the
imitation wood-rimmed version usually fitted as standard to
GTS models.

'GM-H was seriously concerned that news of the new
Monaro would leak out before the official launch, diluting the
impact they so desperately wantcd to create.

On May 3 1968, the Pagewood Vehiclc Assembly Plant (New
South Wales) was closed to visitors, in line with a memo from
Plant Manager D. M. Smith. "Further to my memo of April 22,
VIP conducted tours will now be curtailed for the period
Monday May 6 to Monday July 22 inclusive." PR Manager (SA)
J. F. Bremner advised that Woodvillc (South Australia) plant
tours would cease from June I I. Personnel Relations Manager
F. N. Allaway announced plant tours of the Acacia Ridge
(Queensland) plant would cease on May 31 and Pagewood (New
South Wales) Manager W. Y. Harcourt advised that all visits
would cease from April 18 and resume July I. If questioned, they
were told to use the excuse that the tour ban was due to "plant
alteration and rearrangement".

A memo dated April 29, 1968, from D. K. Hayward
reinforced the need for confidentiality and security at all levels:
"All documents and envelopes must carry a 'confidential' stamp
and be kept out of sight when away from your desk or when
visitors are expected. Documents are to be locked away
overnight and shredded when discarding." Material provided
to the advertising agency was delivered in locked metal cases by
armed security guards.

Automotive Historv Review



"A Holden (iTS drivcn hy Boh Watson and Tony Roherts set
I (, endurance records in a 24-hour record run at Sandown Park
(Victoria) hetween 9 p.m. Saturday August 17, and 9 p.m.
Sunday, August IX. The car eovcred 1,700 miles (2,700 km) at
an average X.6 mpg. The only reported problems encountered
were with oil surge in the sump and brake pad wear. Being one
of the first (iTS 327s built, the car didn't have a bamed sump.
Brake pads were replaced every 200-300 miles (320-4XO km).
l.ight showers and blustery winds contributed to a low avcrage
speed of "just 70 mph."

In May 19(,9, Wheels wrote of its extended test of a 5-litre
Monaro GTS , calling it "still a crowd stopper" but complaining
that it was the "heaviest handling, least parkable car we'vc ever
expcrienced on test" (no doubt because it had the largest
\1 heel,tire comhination Dunlop Superwide D70 H 14
So\ereigns and no power assistance). Fuel consumption was,
l'l en in those days of alfordable fuel. an awe-inspiring Ilmpg in
\lIln, rising to "almost" IXmpg on the highway.

/I hec!s summari/ed t he car as "sa fe, sol id, satisfilctory
transport than can cover 250 miles (400km) in filllr hours
\\ itl1llut strain." Quality control was an issue the scat adjuster
kll \>If. Ihe air conditioner collapsed "il" pressed in the wrong
place." tlte cigaretle lighter tililed ";I1kr 12 eigaretles." the
indica"'r !;,iiL'd at 200 miles and the rear ashtray was either
"upslde dllll n llr back to fi·llnt."

'\10natll. Ilecllrding to the sales hrochure, may have been "out
tll dri\e YllU \1 lid". but most bUyLTS opted Illl' the "mild one"
ll\er the "\1 lid \1I1C". By Llr the majllrity llf Mnnaros were
nrdl'red 1\ ith tile nld Ilnldl'n "red" ,~ngine in IXIlS spec (in filet,
half the produClilln llUtpUt was commitled to the middle-of~t11e-
road Mnnaro. till' 1XI,S (iTS with 4-speed manual gearbox). This
combination delivered the ideal balancc of performance and
eCllnomy fill' most buyers, with the standing quarter mile being
cm ered in 19. I seconds.

Australia hadn't gone fully mClric in 1911X,but despite this,
the 307 cu in V-X was knnwn as the 5-litre. Ilnlden didn't have
lilith that the Opel 4-speed m,lIlual transmission would handle
the power, so the 5-litre was nnly available as an auto. The 2-
speed Powerglide coupled with the 5-litre V-X resulted in a
quarter mile time only half a secnnd LIster than the IX6S and a
keble 9 mph ( 15 km/h) advantage in top speed.

The image-leading 327 needed a Saginaw gearbox fj'om the
Corvette to handle the 326 Ib Ii (442Nm) generated at 3200rpm.
It also featured a ji1Ur-barrei Rochester carburetor, low restriction
exhaust and 25 imperial gallon (I l3-litre) fuel tank. It was
designed to win Bathurst and, on October 6 1911X,it did just that.

As well as the GTS models, there were Monaros that were
nothing more than two-door versions of the basic model HKs.
Even people driving a 161 cu in, three-on-the-tree hench scat
base model, complete with skinny tires, drum hrakes and daggy
Kingswood trim could imagine they were King of the Mountain,
even if it did take them more than 20 seconds to covcr a quarter
mile'

"It was inevitable that a 120 mph supercar would hring out the
howling doomsayers. Passions were inflamed by headlines such
as "Too hot li)r the highway" (5\'(ll/el' 5/11/, 2 August 196X),
"Holden Coupe a fiunily flyer" (Adelaide Adl'L'I'tiser, 30 July
196X), "The 120 mph Holden" (5\'(ll/el' J'vlirror,24 July 196X),

"Will police be able to catch them?" (Melbourne Herald, 30 July
196X). "The hottest Holden yet-125 mph" (Melbourne Herald,
22 July 196X), "130 mph Holden" (Svdnev Mirror, 22 July
196X), "A 124 mph eye-catcher" (Melbourne c)'un,22 July 196X),
"It's a racer" (Melbourne Age, 30 July 19(8).

Responsible citizen D. Cox of Novar Gardens (South
Australia) was typical in his (her?) letter to the Adelaide
Advertiser: "Australia's first mass produced coupe makes one
wonder whether manufacturers arc aware of their responsibilities
as tilr as road safety is concerned or whether they are content
that their contribution should be merely lip service. What
possible justification is there ti)r putting yet another car on the
market which will exceed 120 mph and accelerate from 0-30
mph in 2.9 seconds? How many will possess the skill and the
temperamental qualifications necessary to handle such a lethal
weapon safely?"

l"ln the archives is a file of letters from similarly concerned
citizens, usually in beauti fully handwritten copperplate, sent to
GM-I l. One wonders about people such as Beverley Mount{iml
of Mont Albert (Victoria) who took the time to berate the
Managing Director of GM-H in a three page handwritten letter,
dated 22 July 196X, that began "After dinner last night, my
husband and I were discussing why there is a need for a 125 mph
Iloiden."

lilt was a sign of the times that the choice of tires fill' the new
Monaro was truly huge: 6-inch wheels were standard with wide
600-14 rally wheels optional and a purchaser could choose li'om
D70 red band 7.35 nylon tires, four-ply blackwall rayon 6.95
tires, or any of another ten different tires in J(lur or six ply, radial
or crossply.

"On May 9, 196X, Engine Engineer F G. James sent a memo
about the size of the fuel tank in the GTS 327. "A decision has
just been taken to release a 25-gallon fuel tank for the GTS.
(.lie) 327 (GTS Coupe with the L34 engine option) ell"cctive start
of production. As the fuel tank capacity may revert to the
standard 16.5 gallons after say 500 vehicles, it is desirable that
the tank capacity is not referred to in advertising and sales
promotion. The 25-gallon capacity will appear in Engineering
Technical Specifications related to this vehicle and should also
appear in the Service Manual and Owner Manual."

The illustrations in this article areFol11
the editor :\.collection.
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EDITOR'S I\OTES c()l1lil1l1cdjiwll p. 43

My own "signature" has been the appearance 011 the back cover
of a view of the rear of an automobile, as a way of saying
goodbye until next time. So I say hlrewell this time with three
lovcly ladies waving at you fi'om the tonneau of a 1907 Mitchell.

CORRECTIONS

Rl'l'ieH No. 50 (Fall 2(08)

Front Cover

The cover photo depicted Charlie Easter and Frank
Thompson in the 1908 Motor Parkway Sweepstakes with a
Buick, and noted that it was furnished by TenT Dunholll. In
Terry's opinion,

Ihis photo rcprcscnts thc bcst action shot of a raec car takcn

at spccd beforc 1910. I think thc photographer must havc

bcen positioncd at cxaetly thc right spot on thc eorncr and

took the photo at cxactly thc right momcnt in ordcr to stop

thc action as he did. Buick uscd thc photo many timcs in its

contemporary advcrtising. Thc photo ... actually bclonged

to Charlic Fastcr. I purehascd his personal photograph

album many years ago and ineludcd with his mcmorabilia
was this photo.

The caption noted that the drivers werc "in" a Buick.
Racing publications of the day spoke of drivers being "on" a
vehicle, and one can certainly understand why from photographs
such as these, where men rode atop a bare chassis rather than
being enclosed by bodywork.

From Aerodromes to Race Courses: The Evolution of
Sports Car Racing in Southern Ontario, Canada After
World War II

Page 8, Figure 4: The car is identified as a Devin SS.
Devin body. yes, but the complete car was built by Devin and
powered by a small block Chevy and used a larger size of the
Devin shell. Only a handful were built. The car in the photo
appears to be a Devin bodied special probably built on an M(J
T D rchassis J to judge by the two SUs jutting fi'llm the hood and
the wheels.

/'vlichoel A. Joco!Jsen

('olijiJmio, USA
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Issue No. 50 (Fall 2008)-The Race That Was Not a Race:
The Gilmore Economy Run

Fig. 3 This photo is fi'OIl1the 195() Mobilgas !-:conomy
Run.

A three-part article titled "Mopar and thc Mobil I:conomy
Run" (Iligh Per!iJ1'lllonce A/o!'or, October and November 1995,
January 199()) gives additional insight to elforts by ('hrysler
Corporation engineers to enhance their standings during the
19()Os. Individual makes have also been the subject of a fe\\
articles including "Iludson and the liconomy Runs" by I'ern'

Zil\'i/:: (The 1'1)'lIloll1h BI/lle/in [Plymouth Owners Clubl,
January-February 2008, March-April 2008, May-June 2(08).
Floyd Clymer published Yearbooks for each Run fi'om 1950
through 1959, with the exception of 195(). Various publications
such as ./I//olllo!Jile ?ii/iin. ('or Uti'. A/%r Liti'. A/01or.I/!()I'/,

A;f%r 7!'('}ul, Rood & hock. and ,)!!('ed ./ge covered the Runs
each year with those in the 1950s being the most detailed. Credit
should also be given to both Mobil as well as the AAA Contest
Board and the USAC for their erforts to keep everything on track.

A few further comments: Although discussed in thl'
artIcle, an explanation of TOil Miles Per (iallon would he
appropriate. The IIJrll1ula is the: VYL'ightof ('ar and Passenger III
Tons. Multiplied by Miles Tra\eled, Di\ ided by the (Jallons of
Gasoline ('onsumed. A more detailed explanation was provided
in a "Confidential 11)1' Lincoln Salesmen" Bulletin (dated 5-52)
discussing the Lincoln Capri Class Win which showed: 2.6.\5
Tons times 1415.4 Miles Traveled divided hy ()3.311 (iallons of
Fuel Consumed 58.9()85 Ton Miles Per (iallon.

The family of Mel Alsbury continued to participate and
win through the 19()()s. Aller Mel Sr. sold his Chrysler-Plymouth
dealership, his sons, Mel .II'. and (ieorge, drove Oldsmohiles and
took a First Class trophy driving the new Toronado in 19CJ(,.

no\'(' !!l'l'InIIllSOIl

li'nlle.l.lee, liS/

./1 8011 of Santa Rosa. CaliflJrllia, points out that "Mobil."
not "Mobile" was the name of the subject eCOlHlmy run until
19()2. He also calls attention to a rclevant article in the March
I%() A/%r n'end, "Behind the Bedlam of the Featherll)()t
Fleet." The article. by Wayne Thoms. wi II be found at p. ()().

./I//olllo/il'e !lis/orl' Rl'l'il'll'
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Measurements should be in English; followed, if the author chooses, by the metric equivalent within a parenthesis.

5. Numbers over ten should be expressed in Arabic numbers (for example, "21st century." Numbers often or less should
be spelled. The exception is units of quantity, such as a reference to a "4-door sedan" or a "6-cylinder" engine. If the
engine is V-type, place a hyphen between the V and the number of cylinders, e.g. V-6.

6. Titles of articles referenced should be in quotation marks (British authors should follow the American style of double
marks instead of single marks, which seems to be now common in the UK). Titles of books, journals, newspapers, and
magazines should be in italics. Following American practice, the period in a sentence ending in a quote should appear
following the word, not following the closing quotation mark. However, semi-colons and colons appear outside the
closing quotation mark.

7. For ease of reference, footnotes are preferable to endnotes. When citing works, the following order, style, and
punctuation should be used:

Hoonsbeen, Gary; "Cadillac's First Year: Manufacturing and Sales," Horseless Carriage Gazette, Nov.-Dec.
1998, p. 18.

Foster, Kit; The Stanley Steamer: America s Legendwy Steam Car (Kingfield, ME. Stanley Museum, 2004),
p.53.

Where there is no doubt as to the state where the publisher is located (e.g. Boston, New York City) the state is omitted.
When a footnote refers to a work referenced in the immediately preceding footnote, the word "Ibid." is used. When a
footnote refers to a work referenced earlier in the article, the following style is used: Foster, op. cit., p. 54. If the author
has used works that are not referenced in a footnote, they should be added at the end of the article under the title
"Additional References."

8. The manual adopts no form for internet citations; these are at the author's discretion.

In cases of doubt, please contact the Editor at ztv@comcast.net or 703-751-7903, or at 1314 Trinity Drive,
Alexandria, Va. 22314.
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